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University names Hamilton honorary alumnus
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

There have been a lot of changes in Scott
Hamilton's life since he won the Olympic gold
medal for figure skating in 1964. But he's still
doing what he loves best - skating.
As Hamilton puts it, he's just "lounging
around," working 11 months a year touring on
the professional circuit.
Hamilton was named an honorary alumnus of
Bowling Green State University at a banquet
held in his honor last night. Of the five awards
£ven out by he Alumni Association each year,
e honorary alumnus award is the only one
given to a non-graduate.
"The award is based on service and support of
Bowling Green and the University," Larry
Weiss, vice president of alumni affairs, said.
"Scott has put this city and its skating program
on the map through his achievements and constant endorsements of Bowling Green."
Hamilton, who now lives in Denver, is in
Bowling Green to perform in the Ice Horizons Ice
Show this weekend.
"It's hard to say anything about the award
without being trite, but it's a real honor." Hamilton said. "Irs also neat because I didn't have to
go through four years of school to get it. But I've
had my schooling for the last 17 years."
Hamilton, who has won four national and four
world figure skating championships in addition
to the Olympic medal, is touring with the Ice
Capades and is working as a figure skating
commentator for CBS.
Although he likes the professional circuit,
doing ten shows a week can be tiring, Hamilton
said.
"Sometimes I feel like I'm getting burned out
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but I don't think my skating is showing it. Last
night I had one of the best snows of my life," he
"The worst part is the travel. It's terrible to
pull a wrinkled suit out of a suitcase and have no
way to iron it."
Touring doesn't leave him with much time for

training, but he doesn't feel he is losing out. "It's
a different kind of training to be in front of an
audience," he said. "If I get tired practicing a
routine, I can stop, but I can't stop in front of an
audience."
In the last seven days, Hamilton has performed in shows in Austin, Texas; Los Angeles;

and Denver, Colorado Springs and Vail, Colo. He
will be in Bowling Green Friday and Saturday
skating in the Ice Horizons Ice Snow.
"It's so great to be in Bowling Green, and see
the sign and the street and the ice arena," he
said. "The recognition is fantastic."
• See Hamilton, page 5.

PUCO plan will not aid Bowling Green
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The Percentage of Income Payment
(PIP) plan offered by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) will
not benefit low-income households in
Bowling Green.
Bowling Green utilities are not controlled by the PUCO, Irma Dahms.
utilities business office supervisor, said
yesterday.
The city buys its electricity through

American Municipal Power of Ohio,
Inc. (AMP-Ohio), from Toledo Edison
and other electric producers. PUCO
only controls electric utilities which
produce their own power.
Bowling Green customers are billed
on monthly cycles, with delinquent
notices sent out at the end of each
cycle, Dahms said. Customers receiving such notices have six days to pay
the bill or make arrangements to pay.
If the customer has not paid or contacted the utility billing office by then,
a second notice is sent, giving the
customer three days to pay before the

service is shut off.
"We don't have too many problems
... every once in a while somebody
doesn't pay," Dahms said.
SERVICES ARE not shut off to delinquent customers in the winter, Dahms
said. Persons needing help in paying
their bills are referred to various assistance agencies, she added. Customers
over the age of 65 are eligible to apply
for a 10-percent discount in the Bowling
Green service area, she said.
There are no special utility programs
for student renters, Dahms said. Student renters living in units where they

must pay the utilities are required to
make a deposit with the billing office,
Dahms said.
The PUCO's PIP plan is offered to
households with incomes 150 percent or
less of the federal poverty level. Households meeting this Qualification, and
which are serviced t>y a PUCO-controlled utility, are able to save money
on gas and electric services by paying
15 percent of the household income for
their utility bills during the winter, and
either 15 percent of household income
or their monthly bill - whichever is

greater - during the summer.
The PIP program is in its first full
year of operation after the end of a
PUCO moratorium which prevented
rer companies from cutting off util. services to delinquent customers
during the Nov. 1-AprU 15 heating season, Tina Biasella, a PUCO spokesperson, said.
The program is designed to get customers to pay at least part of their bills,
unlike the moratorium which allowed
customers to put off paying their bills
during the winter, Biasella said.

Police
double

Officials
press for
new plan

patrol
by Teresa TaranrJno
staff reporter

Private messages
sent about visit
WASHINGTON (AP) - White
House officials have begun efforts to find a way to reverse
President Reagan's planned
visit to a German military cemetery, The New York Times
reported in yesterday's editions.
The newspaper said a private
message had been sent last
weekend to West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl from the
White House urging Kohl to seek
an alternative to the May 5 Bitburg cemetery visit, which has
drawn widespread criticism
particularly from American
Jewish leaders.
Citing unidentified White
House officials, The Times said
the message was signed either
by National Security Adviser
Robert McFarlane or one of
McFarlane's aides. Reagan reportedly was "irritateo?' that
the letter was sent, it said.
The Washington Post quoted
top Republican political strategists as saying there is strong
consensus among them that
Reagan should abandon plans to
lay a wreath at Bitburg during
his German visit.
IT REPORTED that the strategists, who spoke on condition
that they not be identified, also
said First Lady Nancy Reagan
had privately expressed concern
about the cemetery visit and
indicated that she would like to
stem the controversy over It.
White House deputy press secretary Robert Sims, asked for
comment on the Tiroes and Post
accounts, said Tuesday night:
"There's no change in the schedule and no planning for a
change."

Two people were injured when a train hit their car at the Frazee
Road crossing yesterday at 9:20 p.m. The names of the victims have
not been released. The victims, a male and a female, were taken to
Wood County Hospital where they are being treated for injuries
sustained in the crash. Patty Nispel, a resident of a nearby
apartment building, said she heard a very loud crash "almost as If a
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train had derailed." Nispel said she ran to the window and saw the car,
a red Chevy Cavalier, overturned near the tracks. The male had been
thrown from the car but was conscious when police arrived at the
scene, she said. Nispel said she believed the female, trapped In the
car. was unconscious when the rescue units arrived.

Cambodian invasion discussed
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Breese said. "They are dependent on the
Soviet Union for about f 1 billion a year to
keep their economy going."

Vietnam is falling behind other Southeast
Asian countries economically because of its
invasion and occupation of Cambodia,
according to Terry Breese, desk officer for
Laos and Cambodia, U.S. State Department.
When Vietnam invaded Cambodia on
Christmas Day, 1978, Vietnam thought it
would take five years to completely destroy
and rebuild Cambodia's culture, Breese
said. Now, after six and one half years, thenrevised estimate Is it will take anywhere
from five to 10 more years.
Breese spoke at 6 p.m. yesterday in 306
University Hall. The presentation was arranged by Professor William Spragens and
the International Relations Organization.
"They (Vietnam) are nearly bankrupt,"

Since the invasion, aid and trade
agreements with such countries as Sweden,
Australia, Holland and Denmark, among
others, have been either cut back or
cancelled, he said.
Vietnam has also isolated themselves
from their Asian neighbors, Breese said.
"China and Vietnam used to be as close as
lips and teeth," Breese said, but that was
before the invasion of Cambodia. "Now they
are bitter enemies."
The United States at present is sending no
military aid to the Coalition Government of
Democratic Kampuchea (Cambodia), made
up of the Khmer Rouge - Cambodia's ruling
party before the Invasion - and two noncommunist factions, Breesesaid. The US does

not recognize any government in Cambodia,
he said.
"We give moral and political support to
the noncommunist regimes," he said.
Thailand and Laos have received many of
the Cambodian refugees who have fled the
Vietnamese Intruders, many others who are
disenfranchised live in Cambodia near the
Thai border, Breese said.
Thus far this year the United States has |S
million in aid to these homeless. "Most of
it's food, and the rest of it pays for things
like delivering water to the sites," Breese
said Last year the US sent $15 million in aid.
Congressman Stephen Solan. D-NY, has
proposed $5 million in additional foreign aid
be sent to Thailand to be given to the two
noncommunist factions, Breese said.

The Bowling Green City Police will be doubling patrols this
weekend to handle the possibility of a high number of off-campus parties, according to
Bowling Green Mayor Bruce
Bellard.
"We are prepared to handle
large numbers of arrests this
weekend, and will set up a hold
ing area to facilitate processing
arrests if necessary," Bellard
said at yesterday's City-University Residential Relations Committee Meeting.
City Police arrested 37 people
last Saturday in the vicinity of
Frazee Apartments in conjunction with a party in the area, he
added.
"We could have arrested
more but we were not set up for
it," Bellard said.
The main goal of the police
force this weekend will be "to
see that we protect the rights of
everyone - students and residents - with no one being injured," Bellard said. "We are
not looking for confrontations."
City police will be operating
in a surveillence function unless
the law is broken, he said. Two
times as many officers will be
available for this weekend,
should any problems arise, he
said.
Bellard said it is not illegal to
have a party; it becomes illegal
when people begin to infringe
upon the rights of others.
Many of the arrests made last
weekend were for disorderly
conduct, open container ordinance violations, noise ordinance violations and littering,
he said.
Other business discussed at
the meeting included final plans
for Springfest '85, which is being
held Saturday, April 27.
The Springfest Committee
has nine signed contracts from
local merchants, according to
Bob Stovash, committee member.

Classifieds
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TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536 3701 Toledo. OH
SAT ' LSAT ' (ME
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C P A REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOARDS-SNCLEX'

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION CHILD/FAMILY COMMUNITY
SERVICE MAJORS AND ALL OTHER
RELATED FIELDS" Human Services Club >
havvig a meeting to organize for next year Sun
Apn 28m 7 00 « me Uvwig Center MOtc
BBg ONLY YOU CAN MAKE IT HAPPEN'

GINA—DEAF FISH.
CONGRATS ON MAKING THE POMERETTF.
SOUADi I KNEW YOU COULD DO IW I
HOPE THEY'RE READY FOR YOU"
I LOVE YAl. YOUR DEAF FISH FRIEND

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON WISH
TO THANK oeLxn TAU DELTA FOR THE USE

OLEMBY SALON AT UHLMANS
Apr! Spec* $30 00 Perm Special.
indurJee haircut 362-5615

The BraNvara ol Sigma Alpha Epellon would
Ska to congratulate Jkn Kronenberger and
Taramy Claueon on their "Slg Alph"- Dee
Zee wwllertnB.

Sororities - Frata - Hale
Have you heard THE SYSTEM'
Contact ua to 0 J your next bash
Competitive Rales - Light Show
Cal 364-8352 Ask for Dave

BQSU Sadng Out meeting tonne et 9 00 pm
222 Math-Science No experience necessary
Welcoming new members'

TMC NEW MADNESS
SPRINOFEST 15
SPRINGFEST IS
SPRINOFEST SS
SPRINOFEST 'St

Grand Opening Sale
Falcon Houae
Athletic Shoe Anne.
Free Hers 1 Posters
140 E Wooeter

THE PEER NUTRITION CONSULTING SERVICE IS C4>EN TOOAY FROM 11 :M AM to 1:00
PM IN THE STUDENT WELLNEM CENTER,
ROOM MO HEALTH CENTER. (MUM)
ALL WRITERS INTERESTED IN WORKING ON
FRDAY MAGAZINE NEXT FALL THERE WILL
BE AN INFORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY
APR*. 29 AT 9 00pm IN THE BG NEWS
OFFICE (106 UNIVERSITY HALL) IF
•JTERESTEO BUT CANNOT ATTEND. CON
TACT OREO. |354 7433)

Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

419-2557769

PERSONALS
LOST Mon Apr! 16. 3rd It Unry He), wire
rimmed glasses It found please contact Marge
al 354 8852

80% olf everything
VATANS GIFTS 109 N. Main

LOST Book entitled Don't Blame me Kids by
Gene Meerort from Toledo/Lucas County
Library 354 8161

Attention Al Dee Gees ARC YOU READY?
Beta » casing...
50% oft erorythlng.
LOCKEROOM 109 N. Main

Lost White and green contact lens Case wi
contact lens If lound. please cal 354-2659
REWARD

BETA PHI-VER BETA PHt-VER
ALPHA PHI S HAVE BETA PHI—VER
BETA PHI-VER BETA PHI-VER
CATCH IT' (WE CAUGHT fTI)

RIDES

' Beta's '
Whet lun the Alpha Phi's had Friday night,
•loppy JO*Jt, oinclng. ind r#a iiQht - QfS#n
light We ere HOT for Saturday's race.
Thanks for warming us up playing traaie tag.
Boy- What a chisel! Fun wn hid by ill -Lift
do ft again sometime - Having that much tun
together should be a crime' See you at Beta
5001
Th» Alpha Phis

RtOE NEEDED TO NH—MASS AREA AT END
OF SEMESTER. AND IF POSSIBLE RIDE
BACK TO BG AflOUNO JUNE 8 CALL
AUDREY AT 354 2823 THANK YOU

SERVICES OFFERED
• FOUTS TYPING •
St/page Ida) Oncampue pick up IM—Fl
4 00pm 869-2579

CW OMEGAS
SUPPORT
GREEK UNITY

TUCKER TYPING
Professional equipment lor your needs Cal
Nancy 352-0809

Congratulatlone to the Alpha Gam Vceeybel
Team for placing fist Way to go
Love your AGP Sisters

STUDENTS have al your typing needs done
profeskonely We type term papers.
diaaertatlons. thesis, book manuscripts.
resumes & any general typing
Also experiencd in legal I medical typing
Bring this ad in tor special discount
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES

CONGRATULATIONS DIANE CONNER ON
YOUR DZ-FUI ENGAGEMENT TO RANDY
ROWE' WE WISH YOU HAPPINESS ALWAYS!
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
CONGRATULATIONS TAMMY CLAUSON ON
YOUR DZ-SAE LAVAUERING TO JIM
KRONENBERGER' WE RE SO HAPPY FOR
YOU'
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

686-6945 Bowing Green

Dee Gee Beta Teem - on your mark - get set lets wm the Bela 500"

Letter Crstt Resume Service
Basic Resume (letter quafty) starting at $7 50
MuMpie fonts available (Laser Prmi Quality)
Cal 352-2039

FUZZstt - BETA 18 COMsWOIII
Gels Lev) While Derm SI Leg
Reg S28 96 SALE SI 4 95 Jacket
leg $39 95 SALE $14 95

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Track, at**
Haa spon
A, thepaafc
Wagon power
Teed ott
Do slevedo*mg
Meeting
Cotnl\o*v
Favorable
opinion
21 Around 'our
make a pint
23 Wine quality
26 Wool Prefi*
27 Spray can
29 University ol
Texas site
33 Cartoonist
AQdams
34 Schisms
36 Small change
m Trondheim
3/ Skippers
record
36 Works on
negatives
40 Slangy
lurndovon
41 100 square
meters
42 All but Alas
and Ha*
43 Obtuscalion
44 Bullpen action
46 Hide ones
need
49 Yalie
50 Rookies
51 220 yards
56 Fish eating bi-O
59 Seed exienoV
60 Actress Bisset
63 Cantino snack
64 Respecting
65 Like
0'
Wicks
66 Not exciting
67 Encouraging
words
68 Evergreens
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20

DOWN
1 Eroded
2 Foresters gear
3 Maidstone s
county
4 Entrance*
5 Gadget i

6 1901 Bible
Abbr.
7 Little Red
Book" author
B Vingt
9 Lorn
10 Ad|US(S
11 Docmdn s call
12 Valhalla nost
13 Ste* ingredient
t8 Architect
Sear men
22 Un.t o<
magnetism
24 IV actress Enn
25 Term in
arithmetic
27 No*, m Toledo
28 Very ready
30 Pick-me-up
31 Oubimers
22 Can from the
haircutter
33 Panota
hammer
35 Particular
38 Eye Comb,
torm
39 Conceited
person
43 Renege

45 Convivial
47 Speckled and
rainbow
48 Pink wine
5i Waller ofiau
note
52 River to the
Caspian
53 ftch. in
San lander

n

58 Hankerings
61 Business orgs
62 Neighbor ot
Ont
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KO's.
Can are meke It 2 years In a row? Let's win
Greek Wee* 11
KuUck; Meraler Brau; Mpa and Grfffkl3rd Floor just won't he the same without the
aer»or procraatlnators! (But you've taught me
well) You guys are the boat! Good tuck ti al
that you do I sure wd miaa you guys'
JEN
KREISCHER QUAD
THE TOGA TUNNEL PARTY IS COMING
ARE YOU READY?
UOUIDATrON SALE
40H off everything In store
feature a Mama
134 E Court
LorlDeen.
Congralulationa on your KD-Pi Kapp panning to
Matt al U.T. We al wish you the very best'
APT. Your Kappa Delta Sams
Nancy T.
CcogratuHtlona on being the 1986 Theta Chi
Beer Van Queen"
Pt KAPS AN0 SAE'S
GET PSYCHED 'CAUSE IT'S GREEK WEEK
AND WE'VE DOT THE WINNING COMBINATION! LET'S SHOW 'EM OUR SPIRIT!
LOVE YA— THE DEE ZEES

t

j

Returning OMEGA member! who thmka they
can match the unaurpasaed leadership of
Sloan. Mark. Joale. or Ann Hal We chalsnga
you yee you1 Elections tonight' Be there'
SAM S'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO Spat
f YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
SKI EP BETA.
THE GOAL IS SET - IS
STRENGTH IS VITAL
DETERMWATION IS THE KEY
VIRTUE A DILIGENCE A GUIDE
BELIEF THE ANSWER
MOTIVATE TOWARD YOUR GOALS

SUEENZIO
Happy 22nd birthday, sorry rm a day late. Can
you beeeve the! in a matter ot weeks we are
going to be out ol here? II miss doing sexy
eerobica and going to DO with you Just
remember, when you get rkf ol the plague you
better let me know'
Love, mgrtd
The Alphe Xi'a would axe to say Congratulations
Fuzzy Bikers on s lob wel done in the DU Bike
Race. Beth. Teenfe. Sara. Sue and Carolyn and
thanks lo Rood and Jeff lor al your help"1
THE BROTHERS OF DELTA UPSILON WISH
TO THANK EVERYONE WHO PARTICIPATED
IN THE 35th ANNUAL BIKE RACE

Want more
than a
desk job?

— r- r- —pj|i~r- r- i-r"p^iT" n-— —

Looking for an exciting and challenging career? Where
each day is different? Many Air
Force people have
such a career as
pilots
and
navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find
out if you qualify.
See an Air Force
recruiter today.
Call Collect
TS6T WINEBRENNER
(419)354-3133

1"
■■<•

^^¥*jn

HI

fc

pjiT r

■"

|
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PPFI

■Mr J£i zttifl
■ |

i"
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|

MS Off everything
LOCKEROOM 10* N. Main
WATCH OUT BETA'S
THE DM ZEES HAVE SPtWTI
WOMEN OF 4fh HIGHS CHAPMAN '83'84
REUNION Happy Hra 8pm-10 Thure Apr! 25
al my place You bring the muncrses • I'l supply
the been CeJ 364 8372 (Ma) or (Kathy) tor
ckrectiona Hope to see you here.
Your old RA - JUUE
Guaranteed Weight Loea
10-29 Da first month
Natural. Safe. Effective Cal 893-2323
" ATTENTION GRADUATING SENK5RSM
DON'T FORGET YOUR PARENTS ON MAY
11 PARENT APPRECIATION PLAGUES ARE
HERE' FOR MORE WFO CALL 354 1972
Tune up Special $14 95 hi May 15th Freehs!
4 wafer bottle fuel mention ttve Ad at Purcat'e
131 W Wooeter (Downtown) 352-6264
SPECIAL Ucra Shorts SI3.00. Tri shorts in
slock Purcel'a 131 W Wooster lOowntown)

362-6264
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
•SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERYCALL NOW 152-1838
FOR INFO OR RATES AND
SCHEDULING

>

/Mil r^

Local fkm has openings In It's Hra and
safety depart. Guaranteed suiting salary
$4.00 HR.
No experience neoeeeary. Call for
Interview between 9AM-8PM Monday
Mini Friday. I SSI IMS
GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.000 $50.000iyr
poaarbra Al occupations Cal 1-806-8876000 Ext R-9849 to find outflow
•HOMEMAKERSBe Morel Wtah lo train sharp homemaker to
interview, hie. and supervise toy 4 gift demonstrators. part time Jufy thru December
Excslant In-home Income Background of
leaching, business or party plan helpful No
"Treatment, Free trailing Cal Penney 7346172. Also hiring rjernonelrelors for your area
Poaraon open for feme! WSI at gits summer
camp Black River Ranch Croawea. Mich
(313)870-2506
COMPUTER OPERATOR
No experience necessary
Cal ua today at (4IB) 471-1440
Job Exchange • Smal lee
MANAOEMENTIMARKETING
Entry level or experienced
Hstngnowl CM (419| 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal lee
DISC JOCKEY
Wl train! Cal (419) 4711440
JOB EXCHANGE - Smal lee
"NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS"|Maaa ) Mah-Kee-Nac for Soya.
Denbee lor Girts Counselor Positions lor
Program Specssssts: Al Land Sports plus.
ArtevTheWe/Dance, Gymnastics. Rocketry.
Ropee Course. Al Weterfront Aortrvrtee •
Muring Swimming. Drying. Smal Craft: pare
overnight camping. Computers. Videotaping
and more Inquire: Camps Mah-Kee-Nac/
Denbee. 190 Linden Avenue. Glen Ridge, NJ
07028, Phone (201) 429-8522
Cleveland Area QMC Plant haa Coop
Position for summer In Metallurgy. Sophmore
or Junior In Chemtetry. Pays 170 per day. Call
coop office 172-2481 or top by 222 Admin.
Bulldmo,
House boy wanted for sorority lor 85 86
school year Cal 2 1509

WANTED
t Female rmte needed tor '85 86 school year.
UnrveraHy Vnage Cal 2-3869 If inlerealed
1 Bedroom apt. for rant thrs summer Fum.. al
ueMee paid On ManvUe Price negotiable Cat
354-8583
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Itouee on comer of Wooster & Enterprise for
the summer 354-8470

Roommate needed Fal-Spring. 85-86 Cal Pal
after 10:00pm 354 8021
WANTED 2 Male roommatea lor 85-86
school year
Wlnthrop North Apta.
$130 00/month UtHea Included Cal
364-7749. ask for Jim
2 NS F Roommates needed for 85/86 Apt. on
N. Summit 4 E Marry S126/mo Cal Andrea
364-7433 or Dawn 354-7515
F Rmte own bath 4 bed Pool, laundry, cable,
utnties free (E« prune I elect) Mce. start May
1S Cal Juts or Jodie 35J-Q865
Two mala roommatea needed tor Summer
sno/or Fal House on NW aide ol town Rent:
H00/mo plus share of uSHaa Cal anytime
352 9322
Rmte needed for 2 bdrm apt Quiet studious
temata Cal Cathy 362-7010
1 NS ROOMMATE needed for 85 86 Apt
across Off Towers $120'month- unities
resided Cal 352-2357

1 N NrMDIA M 0 NlfllU 1 Y 0 N
1 0 iMik V D F|M F « 1 1
H E "■D;E v A S|P I- » N E

III"

To the BO Hawsers
ITS boon fun the Hat 3 years • from
newsroom wreetlng and playing word games
on the VDT's to reaming Bob s reams and
shooting for baskets fl miss U—Hal and the
zany News staff Good kick in Weal Hal
Love, Pebble

WANTED I need an apartment for Fat 85 only
THE COACH Cal 354 8381 or 354 3! 10 ask lor Tom
1 t. ntanki. for eunanar term. 364-B300
SPRINGFEST '85 IS COMING
Rrjornmate needed lor Spring/Summer
SPRINOFEST '85 IS COMING
Apt Comer ol S Coasge a Napoleon,
SPRINGFEST IS IS COMING
SPRINGFEST 15 IS COMING
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Demon 364-8141
Student Rec Center ii need ot Life Guards

nnpinnn iinnii
nnnnn imr.in tinna

1"

To Mr. I den't do....
You Mealy got H In ya huh bud?
Congretuletkmi Scott on your Phi PsI-Alphe
CM toeslerln* lo Ann Hoffman. We can't
wart fa sea what you don't do noil!
Your PM Pal brothers
P.S. $8...1SI

50H off everything
VATANS am IPS N. Main

(needs current advanced Me saving certmcete)
and Instructor lor Leam-to-Swim program.
Applcahona svalaNa at the SRC men office

54 TV actor
Kaplan
56 Baptism, tor
on*
57
wer*
Paradise

A

aMn B*l*ff*f a N#tl rMfOM,
Whet a teeml Our new. President I Vice
President St PM Kappa Pal. Congratulation i
and good luce In your office. We are proud to
have you In commend. Your PM Pal Brothers
Jim "THE BERG''
Whet's trie? Kroneoberger Mvasered? What
happened to our contest? I guess I win' MunroU
takes a commandug leadl Congratulations to
you and Lay Good luck afways
Your roommate arid awe Bro. Doug

LOST «, FOUND

OF THEH SOUNO SYSTEM AT BIKE RACE

WE OFFER:
•Opportunity to asm 1200-400 per week
'Base salary, commlseton, expenses
•Exceptional training with pay
'Opportunity lo travel
Poesrbillly to wont e home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED A desire for the sales
experience, dependable oar. be able to work
tuft rime, have s desire to need to earn at
leest $2,800 tMa summer.
CALL 1411) SI2-3712 or writs PERMA
CRAFTS
8IS1 atonroe St, Toledo, OH 41821

Female roommate for summer
Approx
$140mionth Cal 352 1910 lw detail.

HELP WANTED
Eicelent earning potential for ambmoua
people. ImmedeMe opening In Bowing Green
area Summer opportuniaoa avaeabio throughout Midwest Write. Kaye Stevens. President.
Stevens Enterprises Box 35441: Canton. OH
44736
Honest, energetic, aelmollvaled MMduass
18 4 over needed tor chaaenging. last paced
job1 Apply n person after 8 pm Tues thru Sat.
at Buttons Night Club Rt 26 Porryeburg
Pt time counter person In ice cream shop.
Apply in person Mon -Fri 4- 11pm 248 N Men
Anennon Siuoenra
fasoonaf Health 4 Nutrition F«m seeking 10
part-time people lo sal products
Earn
$300 00 to $500 00 per month Full time
opportunity avenable. For nlormalion cal 8932323
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS, MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU INVEST THIS SIJMMER?
We are en eeUMIahed, Toledo based distributing company with exerting sales positions
svsllebie starting May 11th through August
Silt

Free fob search training 8 iob ptacoment
eeTVicoa. For more into cal Lesley 354-3541
WSOS Community Action Commission hx Is
now taking applications tor the summer Youth
Employment Program which ta funded through
the Toledo Private Industry Council
This program is open to Wood County youth
who qualfy Ages 14-21 The Employment
Program wil begin June 18, 1985 Those who
qualfy wd be able to work at a maximum ot
40hrarwaek and be pen S3 36 per hr For
further rrdorrnetion. please Gad WSOS office et
354-3541
Summer babysitter. 3chsdren. my home. 21/2
days weak. Starting 6/1/85. 354-1033
ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS:
Youngetown 4 Akron-Canton area Fultlme
summer employment Earn $2,000-3.500 piua Cash scholarships up to $1,000
Guaranteed Income Have Iota of turn Must be
rteaganl. ambitious, and f*e gate! Think it's
impoaslble? Cal Mr Sekety at 352-3780 after
9 pm.

FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES FROM $1
(U Repair) Also demquenl tax property Celt805 687-6000 Ext GH 9849 lor inlormatlon
Suspended, folding loft. University ippro.ed.
Excattent condition Musi sell. $90,
negotiable. Call 14111
'83 Dodge Omni 4-door hatchback, stlckshift.
excel, gas mlssge. stereo mint cond.
$3900 Cal 372-2441. 9-4pm
For Sale 1976 Chev Maabu Classic
4-Dr 68.000 mi Great shape! Cal 354-8352
anytime
FOR SALE 1973 OLDS OMEGA 2 DOOR. 6
CYL AUTOMATIC. P/5, P/B NICE INTERIOR
AND BODY 52.000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
$150- NEGOTIABLE 354-8268
rtame for Saks |1) Smith-Corona Coronamatlc
2500 Correction
System Typewriter Complete with rugged,
locked case, new cartridge, excetsnt condition St* under warranty! Paid $350 wd take
$200 or beet otter MUST SELL'
(2) Gut) Madara A-30M Sold Maple guitar A
cavMtcl Appraised value $385 (mdudes $40
case.) Wd sacrifice for $276 or boat offer Cal
354-7656 ask for Cindy or sand name, phone
number and otter to OCMB 11027
For Sato puaout couch- $46 00 and Lazy-Boy
chair $35 00 354-7144
67 Mustang. 289.8 cyl . 73.000 original
mess $2500 Itrm. VGC. 353-4834. John
Wedding dress S veil Gorgeous ivory gown
w/cathedral train 4 chapel length vel Size 12
Ortfjlnaly $700. aaklng $275 Cal 363-3621
FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUPREME BAY REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR 8 MO*). (REG. $149.00) SELLING FOR
$200. CALL SAM OR FADt AT 3S24182 or
iiMt a
Needed to east 6 mo. old Nlshlkl t! speed
bike, la In Excellent condition Call Ron at
352-7035 for more Info.
FOR SALE. Women's long down coat, asking
$60. and two apttng formate, aaklng $30 aeon
CM 352-4436

8'x5' L-SHAPED BAR. STURDY, WfWALNUT
FINISH. FOOTrtEST, S PADDED FRONT
PANEL MCL-- 4 ADJUSTABLE BAR
$TOOLS WHACKS 4 FOOTRESTS. ASKING
SMS. EX. COIdDI CAU DAVE AFTER 8PM.
m-8**7
2 BED SUSPENOED LOFT
$100.00
1 year ok)
OH 372-6153

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$120
per person per month-unfurn -4 person apt
$134
per person per month-turn -4 person apt.
Next to Sam Be Rest (across from Harshman)
FREE LOCItjOUT KEY SERVICE 24 hra (day
FREE HEAT 8 CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library 4 Music Btdg
Next lo restaurants, book slore. laundry mot.
bank 4 carry out Cal Tom at 3521800 eve
Iwkende or 352-4673 Mon Fn in A M
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across from Harshman Dorm
Cal Tom at 362-1800 eve 4 wkenda
or 362-4673 Mon.-Fn In AM
Summer Lessee Now Avaasokt
FtexJble leasing, pool. AC. I bedroom. $160
per month: 2 bedroom. $2l0per month Cal
354-3533, 12-6
Spacious, fum 1 bdrm apt Aval for summer.
$270/mo Greet tor 2. After 6 354-8864
HOUSE lor summer. 4th end S Coasge
Microwave, dtohwasher. washer 4 dryer, 4 ascend Fits five comfortably $210'person Cal
354-7933 lot into
Two bedroom apt tor sublet over eurnmer
Pays al but electric $350 e month or
negotiebte Located on 5th and High. Cal in
evenings 354-7797
Semester liasai avaSabto lor efficiency apts
(Fae) $265 mo mdudes TV I Cable Al utj
kdy fum 354-3182 11-4

a. Duplexes
Cal 3542260 or 3626653
John Newkwe Real Estate
319 E Wooster

3 bdrm fum houae. 1 t* campus. $675 per
mo pknutl Ph 353-3855
Houses 4 Apts. lor 1985*86 school year
Smith Boggs Rentals 352 9457 btwn. 124pm or 352-891 7 after 6:00pm
White house across from Offenheuer. 2 bdrm
apt. tor 3 or 4 A saafili Summer 6 Fal. yra
lease $375/mo ptue uhxties, deposit Deytlme
352-7505 -ext 49 Alter 5 30 352-3406
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Ctoee tocampue
Cal 352-7454
1 bedroom apt.
5 brocks from campus* 12 mo. leees
Cal 352 7464
SUMMER rates avi
2 bedroom apartments
Cal 362-7454
Carty Rentals
Summer Honiara at Specol Rates
House* • Rooms ■ Apartments
Apartmenta starting St $ 160
s month - 2 1/2 or 3 month keaaaa
2 Bedroom apt tor 2 or 3
students - near campus 2 semester individual leases
Need Female and Male students lo fd houses
and epertmenta Phone 362-7366
SUMMER APTS
2 bedroom, furnished.
Ak cond., Laundry liclUtles
Cable TV * water
Pak) by owner
$475.00 TOTAL
352-7182

Apartment tor rent Very dose to campus and
town Furnehed and utdtles pak) Cal 352
6192
3 bdrm houae on Lehman Ave
downtown Cal 352-5822

Close lo

THURSTeN APARTMENTS
MR CONTXIXINING. FULLY CARPETED. CA
BLEVrSION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 8 FALL
46) THURSTIN AVE 352-5435
SIJMMER/FAIL RENTALS.
Modern, furnished. AC apts Excellent
location, r*aaonabsa rent. 1-8R (summer
only) and 2 BR (summer andfor next yean
Colt 1524988
1 or 2 persons needed tor Summer. 2 bedroom
quiet apt with AC only 1/2 brock Irom campue
Cal Jim at 352-4794 or Chrie II 354-7327
2 bedroom apta
12-4 Tues Sal

available

Dab 3524380.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm.. turn. apt.
dishwasher, extra storage
Comer of S CoSege 4 Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

VEL-MAktOR APTS ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
I. Renting lor summer 1024 E Wooeter 2. 2
bdrm. apts . AC , $65'mo
2 920 E Wooeter Deluxe 2 bdrm apt for
Fal 8 girta Lovely Apt' 352-2858
Two bedroom apartments for summer. 3622683.
FOR RENT Apt duplex for 3 people Lower
duplex lot 4 people Phone 3624)839
Apt., summer rales fal, phone 362 0428

with special
guest

§©C0ITf

Thursday, May 2
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$7.00
Students - $5.00 w/BGSU ID
Tickets on sale Thursday, April 25 in the Grand
Ballroom, beginning at 10:00 a.m. Tickets will be on
sale weekdays at the Union ticket office 9:30-5:00.
Only two tickets per ID.
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University names Hamilton honorary alumnus
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

There have been a lot of changes in Scott
Hamilton's life since he won the Olympic gold
medal for figure skating in 1964. But he's still
doing what he loves best - skating.
As Hamilton puts it, he's just "lounging
around," working 11 months a year touring on
the professional circuit.
Hamilton was named an honorary alumnus of
Bowling Green State University at a banquet
held innis honor last night. Of the five awards
Sven out by he Alumni Association each year,
e honorary alumnus award is the only one
given to a non-graduate.
"The award is based on service and support of
Bowling Green and the University," Larry
Weiss, vice president of alumni affairs, said.
"Scott has put this city and its skating program
on the map through his achievements ana constant endorsements of Bowling Green."
Hamilton, who now lives in Denver, is in
Bowling Green to perform in the Ice Horizons Ice
Show this weekend.
"It's hard to say anything about the award
without being trite, but it's a real honor." Hamilton said. "It s also neat because I didn't have to
So through four years of school to get it. But I've
ad my schooling for the last 17 years."
Hamilton, who has won four national and four
world figure skating championships in addition
to the Olympic medal, is touring with the Ice
Capades and is working as a figure skating
commentator for CBS.
Although he likes the professional circuit,
doing ten shows a week can be tiring, Hamilton
said.
"Sometimes I feel like I'm getting burned out
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but I don't think my skating is showing it. Last
night I had one of the best snows of my life," be
"The worst part is the travel. It's terrible to
pull a wrinkled suit out of a suitcase and have no
way to iron it."
Touring doesn't leave him with much time for

training, but he doesn't feel he is losing out. "It's
a different kind of training to be in front of an
audience," he said. "If I get tired practicing a
routine, I can stop, but I can't stop in front of an
audience."
.
_ ,„
In the last seven days, Hamilton has performed in shows in Austin, Texas; Los Angeles;

and Denver, Colorado Springs and Vail, Colo. He
will be in Bowling Green Friday and Saturday
skating in the Ice Horizons Ice Show.
"It's so great to be in Bowling Green, and see
the sign and the street and the ice arena," he
said. "The recognition is fantastic."
• See Hamilton, page 5.

PCI CO plan will not aid Bowling Green
by Don Lee
staff reporter

The Percentage of Income Payment
(PIP) plan offered by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) will
not benefit low-income households in
Bowling Green.
Bowling Green utilities are not controlled by the PUCO, Irma Dahms.
utilities business office supervisor, said
yesterday.
The city buys its electricity through

American Municipal Power of Ohio,
Inc. (AMP-Ohio), from Toledo Edison
and other electric producers. PUCO
only controls electric utilities which
produce their own power.
Bowling Green customers are billed
on monthly cycles, with delinquent
notices sent out at the end of each
cycle, Dahms said. Customers receiving such notices have six days to pay
the bill or make arrangements to pay.
If the customer has not paid or contacted the utility billing office by then,
a second notice is sent, giving the
customer three days to pay before the

service is shut off.
"We don't have too many problems
... every once in a while somebody
doesn't pay," Dahms said.
SERVICES ARE not shut off to delinquent customers in the winter, Dahms
said. Persons needing help in paying
their bills are referred to various assistance agencies, she added. Customers
over the age of 65 are eligible to apply
for a 10-percent discount in the Bowling
Green service area, she said.
There are no special utility j
for student renters, Dahms said. Student renters living in units where they

must pay the utilities are required to
make a deposit with the billing office,
Dahms said.
The PUCO's PIP plan is offered to
households with incomes 150 percent or
less of the federal poverty level. Households meeting this qualification, and
which are serviced Dy a PUCO-controlled utility, are able to save money
on gas and electric services by paying
15 percent of the household income for
their utility bills during the winter, and
either 15 percent of household income
or their monthly bill - whichever is

greater - during the summer.
The PIP program is in its first full
year of operation after the end of a
PUCO moratorium which prevented
power companies from cutting off utility services to delinquent customers
during the Nov. 1-Aprfl 15 heating season, Tina Biasella, a PUCO spokesperson, said.
The program is designed to get customers to pay at least part of their bills,
unlike the moratorium which allowed
customers to put off paying their bills
daring the winter, Biasella said.

Police
double

Officials
press for
new plan

patrol
by Teresa Tarantino
staff reporter

Private messages
sent about visit
WASHINGTON (AP) - White
House officials have begun efforts to find a way to reverse
President Reagan's planned
visit to a German military cemetery, The New York Times
reported in yesterday's editions.
The newspaper said a private
message had been sent last
weekend to West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl from the
White House urging Kohl to seek
an alternative to the May 5 Bitburg cemetery visit, which has
drawn widespread criticism
particularly from American
Jewish leaders.
Citing unidentified White
House officials, The Times said
the message was signed either
by National Security Adviser
Robert McFariane or one of
McFarlane's aides. Reagan reportedly was "irritated*' that
the letter was sent, it said.
The Washington Post quoted
top Republican political strategists as saying there is strong
consensus among them that
Reagan should abandon plans to
lay a wreath at Bitburg during
his German visit.
IT REPORTED that the strategists, who spoke on condition
tStthey notbe identified, also
said First Lady Nancy Reagan
had privately expressed concern
about the cemetery visit and
indicated that she would like to
stem the controversy over it.
White House deputy press secretary Robert Sims, asked for
comment on the rimes and Post
accounts, said Tuesday night:
"There's no change in the schedule and no planning for a
change."

Two people were Injured when a train hit their car at the Frazee
Road crossing yesterday at 9:20 p.m. The names of the victims have
not been released. The victims, a male and a female, were taken to
Wood County Hospital where they are being treated for injuries
sustained in the crash. Patty Nispel, a resident of a nearby
apartment building, said she heard a very loud crash "almost as If a
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train had derailed." Nispel said she ran to the window and saw the car,
a red Chevy Cavalier, overturned near the tracks. The male had been
thrown from the car but was conscious when police arrived at the
scene, she said. Nispel said she believed the female, trapped in the
car, was unconscious when the rescue units arrived.

Cambodian invasion discussed
by Jim Nleman
staff reporter

Breeae said. "They are dependent on the
Soviet Union for about $1 billion a year to
keep their economy going."

Vietnam is falling behind other Southeast
Asian countries economically because of its
invasion and occupation of Cambodia,
according to Terry Breeae, desk officer for
Laos and Cambodia, U.S. State Department.
When Vietnam invaded Cambodia on
Christmas Day, 1978, Vietnam thought it
would take five years to completely destroy
and rebuild Cambodia's culture, Breeae
said. Now, after six and one half years, their
revised estimate is it will take anywhere
from five to 10 more years.
Breeae spoke at 6 p.m. yesterday in 306
University Hall. The presentation was arranged by Professor William Spragens and
the international Relations Organization.
"They (Vietnam) are nearly bankrupt,"

Since the invasion, aid and trade
agreements with such countries as Sweden,
Australia, Holland and Denmark, among
others, have been either cut back or
cancelled, he said.
Vietnam has also isolated themselves
from their Asian neighbors, Breeae said.
"China and Vietnam used to be as close as
lips and teeth," Breese said, but that was
before the invasion of Cambodia. "Now they
are bitter enemies."
The United States at present is sending no
military aid to the Coalition Government of
Democratic Kampuchea (Cambodia), made
up of the Khmer Rouge - Cambodia's ruling
party before the invasion - and two noncommunist factions, Breesesaid. The US does

not recognize any government in Cambodia,
he said.
"We give moral and political support to
the noncommunist regimes," he said.
Thailand and Laos nave received many of
the Cambodian refugees who have fled the
Vietnamese intruders, many others who are
disenfranchised live in Cambodia near the
Thai border, Breese said.
Thus far this year the United States has $5
million in aid to these homeless. "Most of
it's food, and the rest of it pays for things
like delivering water to the sites," Breese
said. Last year the US sent $15 million in aid.
Congressman Stephen Solan. D-NY, has
proposed $5 million in additional foreign aid
be sent to Thailand to be given to the two
noncommunist factions, Breese said.

The Bowling Green City Police will be doubling patrols this
weekend to handle the possibility of a high number of off-campus parties, according to
Bowling Green Mayor Bruce
Bellard.
"We are prepared to handle
large numbers of arrests this
weekend, and will set up a holding area to facilitate processing
arrests if necessary," Bellard
said at yesterday's City-University Residential Relations Committee Meeting.
City Police arrested 37 people
last Saturday in the vicinity of
Frazee Apartments in conjunction with a party in the area, he
added.
"We could have arrested
more but we were not set up for
it," Bellard said.
The main goal of the police
force this weekend will be "to
see that we protect the rights of
everyone - students and residents - with no one being injured," Bellard said. "We are
not looking for confrontations."
City police will be operating
in a surveillence function unless
the law is broken, he said. Two
times as many officers will be
available for this weekend,
should any problems arise, he
said.
Bellard said it is not illegal to
have a party; it becomes illegal
when people begin to infringe
upon the rights of others.
Many of the arrests made last
weekend were for disorderly
conduct, open container ordinance violations, noise ordinance violations and littering,
besaid.
*'
Other business discussed at
the meeting included final plans
for Springfeat IS, which is being
held Saturday, April 27.
The Springfest Committee
has nine signed contracts from
local merchants, according to
Bob Stovash, committee member.
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Pictures in our minds

Penalty severe Media images obstruct clear view of reality
"D ules are made so that just punishment can be
XVhanded out for infractions. The severity of the
punishment usually coincides with the seriousness
of the crime.
This is not so in the case of three McDonald East
resident advisers who were suspended from the
University effective last Monday because of an
April Fool's Day joke.
The RAs were immature in their false announcement that a tornado had been sighted and that
McDonald East residents should evacuate their
rooms. The joke affected too many people to be
ignored. The RAs deserved some sort of punishment, such as losing their jobs, but we believe
suspension from the University was far too severe.
In an all-day hearing Sunday, a Student Arbitration Board (SAB), composed of five University
students and a faculty adviser found one of the RAs
guilty of false reporting of an emergency and found
the other two guilty of being accomplices in the
incident. All three will be suspended unless they
win an appeal.
While the Student Code has rules forbidding the
false reporting of an emergency, we don't believe
they apply here. These rules should be for those
who knowingly induce panic by reporting an emergency. The RAs had no such intention. Only minutes after the announcement was made, they were
back on the hall's public address system declaring
the announcement to be a joke. Even Dean Gerkins, associate director of Campus Safety/Police,
said the RAs did not act with criminal intent.
What is surprising is that the decision to suspend
the RAs was made DV students. They should know
more than anyone else that silly, practical jokes
are often a part of residence life, if students were
suspended every time they pulled a prank on other
students, the University's enrollment would drop
drastically.
The RAs may not have acted with the greatest of
intelligence on April 1, but neither did the SAB
when it decided to suspend them earlier this week.

by Timothy Thompson
I hear Mr. Gorbachev is considering a visit to the United
States this year. He's dropping
in on the opening of the U.N.
General Assembly, and our
friends at ABC tell us he may
visit with President Reagan.
Now, mere are many interpretaUons that are sure to lead up to
this act. The sheer symbolic
force of the head of one super
power stepping foot on the other's turf demands gossip. There
will be claims of "Oh, he's only
creating an image, looking for
political leverage ..." And we
might ask ourselves, "Just what
Is the reality of it all if all they're
doing is manipulating images?"
What we'll need to consider,
then, is interpretation itself.
I love our news media; they
keep me sure each day that the
world is pretty much the same
place it was yesterday ("same
as it ever was ..."). Of course
there's new content, but it always fits the established forms
of human conflicts, natural disasters, economic concerns, tragedy, irony and a dash of human
interest (not to forget the advertising, which is itself a news

form).
And it is from the media that
we get our "pictures" of the
world. It's what Walter LipEmann first called our attention
i as the "pictures in our
heads," the ideas and images we
hold, mostly coming from the
media, vs. "what's really going
on out there."
For example, we might not
think of the earth as the integrated whole of water and land
masses and people that it is, but
rather as chopped up into borders, with some of those borders, like in Berlin and all along
the "iron curtain," having more
significance than others. It
would be nice if these borders
were not such significant divisions, if it were true, as Neil
Young says, that "all these
fences are coming apart at every nail."
However, this is a poor example of what I'm talking about,
because these borders aren't
just images. They're very real.
Where images work their magic
is in the division and separation
we might feel toward people
because of the borders within
which they live.
But what other "pictures" of
the world do we have? Do we see

Central America and Lebanon
as one continuous explosion of
bombs? Or perhaps we see Africa as a dry, desolate mass of
starvation. And we can't forget
the stock images of the Russian
people as cold, heartless, oppressed and struggling to acquire a chunk of black-market
cheese. Or those crafty Japanese who refuse to "play fair" in
the automobile game, no doubt
living lavish lives off of "our
money." The careful reader will
recognize all of these as overi;eneralizations, language
oaded with very narrow yet farreaching views of reality. But I
fear too many accept such views
without a second thought.

of us will seek evidence to support our bias.
But it is not all lust images.
There is a whole cult of believers
who claim that if we can maintain the "proper image," then
all will be fine, whether it be in
the realm of politics, or business, or day-to-day interactions.
I would say to them "yes, you're
right, and no, you're wrong."
Yes, it is important to be concerned with and maintain a positive public Image, but those
images may not always make
everything fine. The image that
Mr. Reagan works on so relentlessly, that of "America the
Kwerful," may not, in time,
id to good and fine things. Bui
notice there are some very real
things, like our friends the missiles, that figure so symbolically
in those images.
If Mr. Gorbachev does visit
with Mr. Reagan, there is a
sincere chance of reducing the
tensions between the powers. As
always, however, images may
obstruct the potential of what
could be real.

Our images are mediated, at
one remove from the event or
people or culture being represented. Our images of a country might be based on the IS
seconds of footage we see of
newsworthy hotspots covered by
the media. There is the opportunity for us to get more in-depth
glimpses of people and places,
but that's a bit idealistic to expect many to seek alternative Timothy Thompson is a Ph.D.
perspectives which might upset candidate in interpersonal and
what precious little certainty Sublic communication from
they have about the world. Most
'orth Royalton, Ohio.

Salt in old wounds
by Art Buchwald
President Reagan couldn't understand what all the fuss was
about when it was announced he
was going to visit a German
military cemetery next month
and pay tribute to German soldiers killed in World War H.
The White House said the
president had decided not to
visit the Nazi concentration
camp at Dachau or an Allied
war cemetery because his trip
was being made in the "spirit of
reconciliation" and Mr. Reagan
did not want to open old wounds.
While no one doubts that the
Cresident is a great communicair, every once in a while he
does fall on his face. How did he
make his most recent blooper?
One theory, advanced by Bill
Greider of Rolling Stone, is that
Mr. Reagan's advance team
was so busy buying BMWs at
half price that they didn't check
out toe political ramifications of
the decision.
"Mr. President, here is the
itinerary for your trip to West
Germany in May. We've got you
down for a trip to the Bitburg
Military Cemetary. The Germans thought it would be a nice
gesture if you visited a place
where only German soldiers are
buried. It would show that you
are willing to let bygones be
bygones."
I have no objection, but
shouldn't I visit Dachau and an
Allied cemetery as well?"
"That would be opening up old
wounds, Mr. President. We can't
send a wrong message to the
Germans at this time.
"How can I send a wrong
message to the Germans if I
visit Dachau?"
"Because you don't want to
remind them of all the bad stuff
they did during the war. It would
be a mistake to lay a guilt trip on
Germany just when we got them
to take our Penning missiles."

"There's something in that. At
the same time you are aware
there is going to be a tremendous amount of flack from our
veterans and also the victims of
the Nazis. How do I handle
that?"
"You can say at your press
conference we can't hold today's
Germans responsible for things
that their ancestors did in World
War n."
"Ancestors?"
"Of course. All the Germans
involved in World War H are
dead. They told me so at the
BMW showroom."
"I thought there were quite a
few ex-Nazis alive."
"There are none in Germany.
The only ones left are living In
Argentina."
''won't our ex-GIs be upset if I
go to a German military cemetery without stopping by an Allied one?"
"There are hardly any of our
veterans from World War D
alive either. We're talking about
something that happened over'
40 years ago. Besides, If you go
to an Allied cemetery after visiting a German military
graveyard, Bonn will feel you
are rubbing salt in the wounds."
"How can you be so sure of
this?"
"They told me so at the BMW
assembly line."
"Ill take your word for it
What do I say at the Bitburg
cemetery?"
"The thrust of your speech
will be that both sides were
wrong."
"I can't say that. We weren't
wrong. They were wrong."
"OK. How about just saying
'War is hell?' "
"That's all you want me to
say?"
"Well, you have to make it
short, because I promised them
you would make your major
speech at the BMW factory/
Art Buchwald is a columnist tor
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Letters
Give experiment
a more fair shake
This is a response to your
editorial of April 16,1965.
You may very well be right in
saying that computers are "the
tool of the future for writing,"
and we do appear to agree with
one another in thinking that our
controlled experiment in their
use for freshman composition is
laudable. However, your central
editorial point that our experiment is "unfair" to other university students is neither logical
nor sensible.
In the first place, there is
nothing in the present design of
our general studies writing
courses to prevent students
from using computers as word
processors for their out-of-class
essays and other assignments.
I'm sure that all our instructors
would welcome the kind of
clean, printed copy that would
result from such use. Secondly,
you should know that the Department of English is seriously
considering a proposal to include a component in the freshman writing sequence which
would teach and/or reinforce
basic word processing skills for
all students. We are presently
" ating the feasibility of
ng such a component in
the near future.
As to the four-section experiment in ENG 111, that is a different matter entirely. Professor
Edwards is conducting a pilot
study on the composing process
itself, not the use of word processing to provide cleaner, more
efficient copy. There is still no
convincing professional evidence that the composing proc-

ess itself is improved when
composition occurs on a comEuter. Professor Edwards will
e testing the hypothesis that
composing may be enhanced by
the computer, but in the absence
of convincing documentation at
this time, it would be precipitous
of the English Department to
institute a more comprehensive
and very expensive program.
Finally, I should remind you
that the total number of students
enrolled in ENG 112 during a
typical spring semester can run
as high as 3,500. There are simply not enough computers available on this campus to
accommodate the needs that
would occur if we were to implement a program-wide requirement for computer use in the
composing process.
Lester E. Barber, Chair
English Department

Beach music rough
on study habits
This is to the people who play
their music loudly:
Please have some consideration for those of us who want to
study. We have the misfortune
of living in a room facing Mac
Beach. Music is played so loudly
that studying is impossible.
Usually, the music is coming
from the dorm; people have
their speakers facing out of the
window so they can bear the
music while they are outside.
Because of this, we cannot even
hear our own music unless we
turn it up so loudly we can't stay
in the room.
Last Sunday, the situation became so unbearable that we
decided to locate the source. We
found the room and informed the

North Hall front desk. It was not
until over two hours later thai
the music was turned off. However, three hours after that, it
was back on. When will it end?
Maybe these people have forgotten that this is a dorm where
people study and sleep. This
does not mean that music should
not be played in the dorm - it
means: have some consideration for others and keep the
volume down at a decent level.
A.C. Corbln
HalaHelou
307 McDonald North

Islam explained
An article in the Friday magazine published on April 12, titled ''Moslem Beliefs Differ,"
written by Tracey Batdorf, was
in error. The article was an
interview with Gehad Yousseff.
The article reported the five
pillars of Islam in the wrong
order. The article presented the
pillars in the following order:
Ramadan fast, praying five
times a day, pilgrimage to
Mecca, "to swear by the name
of the prophet" and zakat. The
correct order of these pillars is:
a Confession that God is one
and Muhammad is his messenger and prophet.
• Five daily prayers.
a Fast during the month of
Ramadan.
• To give alms (zakat) and
a Pilgrimage to Mecca.
The first pillar of Islam is
Scontrary to the article which
reported that (Muslims) swear
' the name of the Prophet. No,
uslims do not swear by the
name of the Prophet.
The article also reported that
the Prophet died in Mecca and

gave this as the reason for the
Hajj (pilgrimage). No! Prophet
Muhammad died in Medina,
some 200 miles north of Mecca.
Mecca is a holy city in Islam
where the Ka'aha is located In
the holy mosque.
The article reported that the
Eids are held in late September
each year. This information is
wrong. The Eid Fitr takes place
immediately after Ramadan,
while Eid Kabir takes place
during the Hajj. The Islamic
calendar has an equal number of
days in a month and is based
upon sighting of the moon.
The article reported that Muslims cannot marry non-Muslims. This is wrong! The Islamic
religion allows Muslim men to
marry "People of the Book," for
example, Jews and Christians.
The Islamic religion is a continuation of the works of all the
prophets from Abraham to
Moses to Jesus. As such, Islam
recognizes these prophets and
the messages they brought to
the world.
Finally, I would like to make
this comment. The name of the
religion is ISLAM and the people
who believe in Islam are called
Muslims. I wouls also like to
thank Tracey for taking the interest to write about the religion
of Islam
Abnbakar S. Stores
214 Napoleon Road #213

Correction
In yesterday's Letters section, there was a sentence
reading, "Ms. Thorpe builds
sexism into an overriding
problem between me and
women." The sentence should
have ended, "between men
and women." The Newt regrets the error.
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Director of records plans to retire
Zola Buford remembers 35 years of University trends and policies
by Jim Nieman
staff reporter

BG News/Joe Phelan

Zola Buford
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Two Bedroom/Two Bathroom
Apartments starting as low as
$10750 per month or $459/
semester (4 person)
Why pay more when the
best is for less?
• Free cable
• We pay heat water,
trash removal
• Air conditioning
• Swimming pools
• Garbage disposals
• Wall to wall carpet
• On site management
• Full time maintenance
• Laundry facilites
• SPECIAL SUMMER RATES *
CHECK US OUT!
YOU CAN'T BEAT US
LOCATIONS AT: Summit St., Palmer Avm. A Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE AT: 400 Napoleon
9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by Appointment, Saturdays 10-3
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Buford is retiring prior to her
husband, but does plan on working part-time for the University.
Buford says she and her husband will probably remain in
Bowling Green even after her
husband retires.
Buford says the most important reason for retiring is because her schedule and her
husband's do not coincide. She
said when he is busy, she is not,
and vice versa.

Learn-to-

Applications available at
the SRC main office
Call 2-2717 with questions
3 i

WINTHROP TERRACE]
APARTMENTS
H

"A female student could not
ride in an automobile without a
permission card" during
Prout's reign, Buford said, because he was concerned witn the
number of parked cars on and
around campus.

needs current advanced life saving certificate

• Your choice of salutations
• Personalized with your name
• Only $10°°
ORDER TODAY: 354-1972

U

"THEY WERE smoking marijuana in the office, (but) I
didn't know what marijuana
smelled like," Buford said!
Buford recalled some facts
about Frank Prout, the first
president she served under at
the University.
Prout had much to do with
getting Greek housing on campus and therefore took a special
interest in their functions, Buford said.

"If one of the bouses was
having a party, be would personally deliver flowers to the
house." Buford said. He would
pick the flowers from a garden
that used to be located near the
windmill, she said.

Life Guards

PARENT
APPRECIATION
PLAQUE

——~—»

the campus, a group of students
marched on the Business Administration Building, she said.
"It never got particularly out
of control here, Buford said.
"There was a great deal of protest, but it was very orderly. We
all felt that we had to work very
carefully with students.
"There were two students in
my office one time," she said.
"There was a very strange odor
and they were smoking. After
they left, one of my colleagues
said 'yes, that was pot they were
smoking.'"

Student Recreation Center
NEEDS

GRADUATING SENIORS!

©
H

Zola Buford doesn't remember when Bowling Green was a
prairie town, but she has been
here long enough to witness a
five-fold increase in University
enrollment.
Buford, director of records in
the Office of Registration and
Records, has been here all but
two vears since Fall, 1848. She
will be retiring from the University in July.
Buford came here as a bride
with her husband. Joseph Buford. He is currently a professor
and chair of the geography department.
"When we came to Bowling
Green, I think the population of
the school was about 3,000 or
3,500," she said. "It (the University) was a very small and compact campus - we knew almost
everybody."
Buford did not work at the

University her first year in the
dry, but has worked in some
capacity every year but the two
in which her husband was doing
his doctoral studies at the University of California at Los Angeles.
She worked two years as a
full-time and three years as a
part-time geography instructor,
one year in the placement office,
and since 1969, in the Office of
Registration and Records.
She recalls her first few years
here as the most conservative of
times.
"(IT WAS) probably because
we had a lot of veterans - older
students in school at that time."
"I remember one man - he
was a veteran - that dared to
complain to his professor about
a final grade, Buford exCned. "We literally expected
to be expelled from school."
The most radical campus period was during the late 1960s
and early 1970s, Buford said.
When news of the Kent State
University shootings reached

There's no
doubt you're going
to make it in
the real world,
but what
about your car?

Ford and Lincoln-Mercury have
$400 for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15,1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at 1-800-321-1536.

FORD • LINCOLN • MERCURY
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Recent presentation examined
the negative side of rock 4n' roll
Lamp said one of the things in the rock
lifestyle that destroyed people were drugs.
One of the first groups to sing about drugs
were the Beatles, Lamp said. As an examele, he noted that John Lennon had admitted
i being on more than 1,000 LSD trips during
his career.
"When the Beatles started taking drugs, It
had a tremendous impact on me and on
society as a whole," Lamp said.

by Dave Harding

reporter
Songs such as "Stairway to Heaven" and
"She Bop" may be the favorites of many
rock fails, but according to Rob Lamb, these
songs and others like them are having a
negative impact on society.The bottom One
is money.
"Executives in the record companies are
in the business to make money, so it comes
down to whatever they think will sell,"
Lamp, a former drummer with the rock
group Prism, said. "It's funny how we don't
see songs about the dangers of herpes or
unwanted teenage pregnancies."
Lamp spoke at "Rock Music: A CloseS>," a presentation held recently in the
rand Ballroom of the Union. He said his
purpose was "not to criticize rock as an art
form, but to look at the negative side of the
rock 'n' roll lifestyle."

DRUGS CAN also be seen in today's
music, Lamp said. He cited the Cars' songs
"Heartbeat City" and "Hello Again" as two
such examples.
Lamp added, however, that other bands such as Big Country - have been on a
campaign against heroin.
Another topic prevalent in the rock scene
is violence. Lamp cited such punk bands as
the Flesbeaters, the Castration Squad and
the Dead Kennedys as examples of how
violence in rock music could have a dangerous effect.

PUFFS440 E. COURT PIZZA"

University Theatre Presents
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352-1596

ONE LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
$5.25
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FREE DELIVERY

COFFEE HOUR
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
WILLIAMS HALL
12 p.m.-4 p.m.
*Free & Open to All

John Hinkley was at a Talking Heads
concert hearing songs like "Psycho Killer"
the night before his attempted assassination
of Reagan," Lamp said.
"Now I'm not saying that listening to the
Talking Heads is going to incite you to kill
your roommate, but It la possible that a
person on the edge might be pushed over."
Lamp said devil worship and the occult
are also themes found in rock music.
"Jimmy Page (of Led Zeppelin) was
fascinated with the occult and at one time
owned an occult bookstore," Lamp said,
noting other bands, such as Black Sabbath,
often depict demonic symbols on their album covers.
Michael Moore, junior elementary education major, expressed concern with people
drawing their own conclusions and taking
things out of context.
"So many people are wrapped up in rock
music and worshipping Phil Collins that you
have to stop and take control of your own
life," Moore said.

April 26 at 7:30 p.m.
April 27 at 2:00 p.m.
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE
Tickets $1.50 at the door

Litter increases
by Phillip B. Wibon
staff reporter
Trash, trash, and more
trash. As temperatures increase, so does the amount of
litter that needs to be cleaned
up, according to a University
groundskeeper.
A good example is this past
weekend, when the weather
was warmer than 80 degrees,
and the popular thing for students to do was to lay out in the
sun. Dorms, such as Founders
Quadrangle, who held their
spring festival last weekend,
and McDonald Quadrangle,
left gallon buckets of litter
behind after their afternoon
festivities.
Groundskeeper Randy Gallier said his crews are not
permitted to work overtime on
weekends to clean the messes,
so the receptacles and lawns
on campus remained in their
untidy conditions until Monday.

352-0717

Eighth Street Apartments
• 2 bedroom
• Furnished & unfurnished
• Air-conditioning
• Tenant pays electric & gas
MAKE US AN OFFER
Qualified tenants only pay
$100 deposit per apartment

DISHOP FORD
Has a special gift far upcoming graduates

PRE-APPROVED
CREDIT FROM
FORD
CREDIT.
Plus MOO purchase allowance**
from Ford Motor Company.

"It was really bad Monday
when we started out at 6:30
a.m., but litter is an everyday
part of our Job," he said.
"It's Just warm weather fun,
I guess, and it's our Job to
clean it up, so we think nothing
of it," Gallier said.
GALLIER ESTIMATES that
100 to ISO gallon buckets of
trash are dumped Into barrels
over any given weekend. High
velocity winds cause trash
overflows to blow onto the
lawns which makes the pick-up
Job more difficult.
Grounds Supervisor Bob
McEwen said the clean-up
crews expect the increase of
litter during spring; they experience it every year.
The only difference in the
spring semester of 1965 Is that
April has been an unusually
warm month and the students
have enjoyed the intense sunlight and high temperatures at
an earlier time than in years
past.

One large 1-ftem pizza

'5.00

GREENBRIAR INC.

224 Wooster

Sponsored by Latin Student Union

|

Tanners untidy

Free Delivery

352-3551

DANSKIN
Stock Reduction Sale
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.

ENTIRE STOCK

30%-75%
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Leotards-Tights-Legwarmers-Trunks
Misc. items
Stock up now on your Activewear needs
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SPECIAL
All You Can EAT

2.99
Vehicles Included
In the Plan.
You may choose a
new 1985 Thunderbird,
LTD. Tempo, Mustang,
Escort, Bronco II or light
trucks up to F-250.
•Pre-Approved Credit.
Just meet three simple
conditions:
• You must have verifiable employment that begins within 120 days of your
vehicle purchase at a salary sufficient to cover
ordinary living expenses and your vehicle payment.
• You must have proof that you have graduated or will graduate
and be awarded at least a bachelors degree within 120 days.

• Your credit record, if
you have one, must indicate payment made as
agreed.
"$400 Purchase
Allowance.
Make your best deal... use the
$400 as a down payment or receive a
$400 check directly from Ford after the sale.

FORD

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

Rt. 25, N. of Bowling Green
Hours: Mon & Theirs 8-8;
Tues, Wed & Fri 8-6; Sat 9-3

Choose between 2 types
of regular pizza and one foidover

1 FREE GARLIC BREAD

with Any Purchase
eat In or carry out
(with coupon)

DISHOP FORD
353-5271

Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

352-8408
Tol. 246-9592
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Deposits, protection against OHIO agency close probable
canceled housing contracts Hispanic migrant workers could lose aid, training
by Janet Pavasko
reporter

Housing contracts, deposit payments and
cancellations affect not only those students wanting to reside on-campus, but also those students
living on-campus as well.
"Each year we issue 12,000 contracts to fill the
8,000 housing openings. Only once in the past 23
years have we had vacancies in the fall semester," Robert Rudd, director of housing, said.
"Cancellation rates are highest among freshmen,
where there is a 45-50 percent cancellation rate.
Rudd said the housing application doesn't guarantee a room until a deposit payment is made.
"Many incoming freshmen also hold contracts
at other universities; a deposit insures us they are
seriously intending to reside on-campus," he said.
"Last year we issued over 5,000 contracts to
incoming students - over 2,000 were not returned.'^
Rudd said that refund rates are pre-set, and the
longer a room is held, the more it will cost
students who decide to break their housing contracts.
"IF A STUDENT pays the *100 deposit but fails
to make the July payment, the deposit is lost," he

said. "High retund penalties are assessed to
cancellations that occur beyond August,"he explained," a student can only receive a refund for
board payments."
Rudd said that there are exceptions to the
present refund policy.
"If a student flunks out or will not be coining
back for health reasons, they will receive a
refund," Rudd said. "Students can also appeal for
a refund if they are having personal hardships at
home, and cannot afford to come back to the
University."
Rudd said that the funds collected from
cancellations go to the general income fund for
residence halls.
"Payments that are not refunded go to this fund
and benefit students that are living on-campus,"
he said. "Last year between $10,000 and $15,000
went to this fund."
Rudd said the University had previously investigated a form of subletting, in which students could
sell their housing contracts.
"In that type of contract agreement, the University would lose control of the housing situation,"
he said. "We would never know if the student
purchasing the contract is actually enrolled at the
University."

Hamilton (Continued from page 1)
"It's so much more intimidating skating in my
hometown," he said. "If I wipe out in front of a
total stranger, I know I'll never see them again.
But if it happens when I'm skating in front of
Kople I know, they'll say - Scott, you shouldn't
ve gone out last night."
Hamilton said he likes skating in Bowling
Green shows, partly because of the younger
skaters he performs with.

It's Army O.C.S.
(Officer Candidate
School). A 14-week challenge that will make you
dig deep inside yourself
for mental and physical
toughness. And when
you finish, you'll be a trim,
fit, resourceful commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise
leadership.
Find out how to
qualify for O.C.S. Stop
by or call.
WC EUGENE 1 LOCK
Wf CEOtGE M. TrvfJ L
W-7J41

ARMY.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

"Working with the little ones is really fun,
becuse their personalities are so cute," he said.
"I remember my first show. I didn't want to do it
because I had to hold hands with a little girl. I
don't get any girls this year."
"I'm an old guy now, I'm 26. I'm even losing
my hair", he said. "But I like working and I plan
on skating for as long as my back and knees hold
out"

by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Seasonal and migrant workers
in the state could be facing a
"messy situation" due to the
probable closing of the Ohio
Hispanic Institute of Opportunity (OHIO).
OHIO is a state-wide private
non-profit agency which offers
needy hispanic farm workers
emergency assistance and an
opportunity to gain vocational
training, said Miguel Omelas,
executive director of OHIO.
However, the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA), a federal grant which funded the institute, is no longer in OHIO'S
possession.
The JTPA was awarded to
Rural New York, a private nonprofit organization, he said.
This is because the JTPA beSn to operate under a competve process this year which is
based on the number of workers
an agency could service, Ornelassaid.

"Rural New York will probably try to set up a program
similar to ours but there is no
way that it will be ready to
operate by July 1, when our
grant runs out," he said.
"If we cannot appeal the decision and get back the grant, we
will request to get funds so that
we can keep OHIO running until
Rural New York can provide
services," he said.
"UNLESS SOMETHING is
done, OHIO will have to close
down. This could result in a
messy situation, because migrant season is just getting into
full swing and many people will
be left without the agency's
aid," Ornelas said.
"Seasonal and migrant farm
workers have all the symptoms
of a third world country," Ornelas said.
These symptoms include a
high infant mortality rate and a
short life span, a low level of
education and a high drop-out
rate, Ornelas said.
"These people generally fol-

low the crops, and now that
about 70 percent of the crops are
machine-picked, there are even
more displaced workers," Ornelas said.
"We test the people to see
where their skills lie and then
enroll them in a vocational
school and pay for tuition so that
they have a chance in life,"
Ornelas said.
To qualify for aid, hispanics
must meet the Department of
Labor poverty income
guidelines as well as the definition of a farm worker, Ornelas
said. About 85-95 percent of
Ohio's migrant and seasonal
workers are Mexican Americans.
There is nothing wrong with
the 15-year-old agency, Ornelas
said. The agency has received
an excellent rating for providing
emergency assistance and training services for the 2,000 families in the area.
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Reagan pushes for approval of budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan said Tuesday that Congress
should "stop making excuses and start
showing some backbone and leadership by approving a politically hazardous budget plan limiting Social
Security increases and killing some
popular spending programs.
Arguing that Amtrak subsidies and
the Job Corps should be terminated
along with other programs, Reagan

declared, "We can no longer afford to
finance everything."
Reagan addressed the annual meeting of the National Association of Realtors in the opening salvo of a lobbying
campaign for congressional approval
of a plan intended to shrink the federal
deficit below $100 billion by 1988 without raising taxes.
The audience of several thousand
real estate brokers cheered and ap-

plauded the president repeatedly and
promised to urge Congress to vote for
the plan endorsed by Reagan and Senate Republican leaders.
In a full-page newspaper advertisement, the association called the proposal ''big, bold, brave" and said it
should be supported, even though "nobody could like every part of it.'

that passage of the budget "will not be
easy to get through the political process." He said lobbyists representing
various interest groups "are out in
force." working with sympathetic
members of Congress to substitute tax
increases for budget cuts.
"Do you think the American people
want their taxes increased?," Reagan
asked.
"No," the audience shouted.

REAGAN READILY acknowledged

"Well, do you think Congress should
stop making excuses and start showing
some backbone and leadership?," the
president said.
"Yes." the audience replied, with a
burst of applause.
The Senate opened debate on the
budget package yesterday, and Reagan made an address on the budget
from the Oval Office last night.

Black African leaders detained Proposal offered

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) - Police locked up
three black leaders Tuesday in
a crackdown on the main alliance opposing the white government, vandalism and
violence spread through South
Africa's black ghettos.
A police spokesman said the
three blacks detained without
charge, all from the multiracial United Democratic Front,
were Patrick Lekota, publicity
secretary; Popo Molefe, the
general secretary, and Moses

Chikane, a Front official in
Johannesburg's Transvaal
Province. He said they were
under investigation in connection with cases of unrest near
Johannesburg eight months
ago.
Police reported dozens of
incidents of stone-throwing
and arson by crowds near Johannesburg in the north.
Bloemfontein in the center of
the country and Port Elizabeth
in the south. Riot police used
tear gas, rubber bullets and

shotguns to scatter hundreds
of black youths, but reported
no injuries.
THE SPOKESMAN at national police headquarters in
Pretoria said 482 teen-age boys
and girls were arrested in Sebokeng, near Johannesburg,
for holding an illegal meeting
in a school to protest rent increases for government housS. Most paid fines and were
eased, he said, speaking on
condition he not be Identified.
Sixteen United Democratic
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Front leaders are to be tried
for treason in May. The organization claims to represent 2
million people in 600 community groups and has emerged
as the most active foe of apartheid, the system of institutionalized segregation that
guarantees white privilege.
Speculation has grown that
the government will ban the
Front In an attempt to halt the
black riots, strikes and school
boycotts that have cost hundreds of lives.

Thursday 7:30 April 25
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COLUMBUS (AP) -Saying
thousands of Ohioans face mortgage foreclosures due to a recession from which the state has
never recovered, Sen. Michael
White offered a bill yesterday
using state loan subsidies to help
people save their homes.
White. D-Cleveland, said a
survey his office conducted in
almost half of the state's 88
counties showed there were 9,330 foreclosures last year.
"It only represents 50 percent
of all the counties in Ohio, so the
figure overall is going to be
much higher," White said.
"Seventy-two percent of the
responding counties registered
an increase in foreclosures in
1984, which was supposed to be
the year of the recovery, which
means that if there's a recovery
in America, they forgot to determine that Ohio is part of it," he
said.
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Foreclosures increase; bill to provide aid
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"Today, people who have historically held jobs and paid their
bills are now finding themselves
victims of the economy, increasingly on the wrong side of the
foreclosure gavel, he said.
WHITE'S PROPOSAL would
create a non-profit Ohio Residential and Agricultural Emergency Finance Corporation.
Money for its operation would
come from a fee on the transfer
of residential or agricultural
real estate, generating about
$18.8 million a year.
The corporation would help:
qualified homeowners in danger:
of foreclosure by subsidizing: :
their mortage payments to H-:
nancial institutions. Contributions by homeowners, who
would have to meet a dozen tests
to be eligible, would be limited
to 35 percent of their net effective income.
HOMEOWNERS WOULD begin to repay the loans when their
total housing expense became
less than 35 percent of net effective income. Once repayment
begins, a 7 percent interest rate
would be charged on the unpaid
balance.
White said the bill is similar to
a law in Pennsylvania which
firimarily helps unemployed
omeowners in residential
areas. His measure would extend the aid to homeowners In
agricultural areas.
White called on Senate President Paul Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, to authorize "expeditious
ana fair hearings" on the bill
after the state budget is enacted.

*************************
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BE A

SUPERSTAR!
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BOWLING GREEN'S ROCK AUTHORITY

Eat at Zzas and enjoy
pizza the way you like it.

PRESENTS

THE FINAL YOU PONT
WANT TO BLOW OFF!!!!
PARTY 101
Thursday, April 25
Busses leave the Union at 8:00, 8:45, 9:30, 10:00
Free Prizes & Contests all Night!!

Founders Dining Hall
7:30 - 11:30 p.m.
Sun. - Thurs.

$
"ft
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presents
with special
guest

&©C01?f
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Thursday, May 2
8:00 p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
$7.00
Students - $5.00 w/BGSU ID
Tickets on sale Thursday, April 25 in the Grand
Ballroom, beginning at 10:00 a.m. Tickets will be on
sale weekdays at the Union ticket office 9:30-5:00.
Only two tickets per ID.
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Kenyon editors protest ouster
GAMBIER, Ohio (AP) - It's a 1960s tale
with a 1960s twist.
Hie co-editors of an alternative student
newspaper at Kenyon College are protesting
their ouster by university officials. The
protest, however, is not against the conservative college establishment but what the
students say is an administration that is "so
far left, that it has left Kenyon."
At issue is whether the editors of The
Gambier Journal, a monthly student newspaper supported in part by college funds,
misrepresented themselves when they obtained a list of alumni mailing addresses.
University officials say the list was later
used to solicit subscriptions to The Journal
by criticizing the school administration and
a college publication, the Kenyon Bulletin.

The issue came to a head when McFadden
and Smith's subscription letter to alumni
charged that freedom of speech was in
danger at the campus, and that Kenyon
students were no longer able to choose
among a variety of opinions.
Student Council President Peter Terhune
said many Kenyon students were outraged
when they learned of the letter and that he
fired off another letter to alumni, saving
that the Journal editors' description of the
campus mood was innaccurate.

Journal's editors. "As a result, many people
are upset about it."
McFadden and co-editor Jeffrey Smith
say their ouster is a challenge to press
freedom on the campus of the liberal arts
college of fewer than 2,000 students. But
Kathryn Adkins, an assistant dean, said
yesterday the issue is the students' compe"They're trying to make this a freedom of
the press issue." she said of McFadden and
Smith. "But what that masks is that these
guys couldn't run a newspaper."
SINCE OCTOBER, the students have used
the Journal's editorial pages to criticize
what they consider the liberal bias of the
Kenyon administration, citing in particular
speakers chosen for a lecture schedule. The
students say the schedule, which featured
gay and feminist speakers, showed the
unfair influence that Kenyon's Women's
Studies department has on the administration.

"Alumni are not getting a full perspective
of the college through the Kenyon Bulletin,
and we included a discussion of the issues
raised," said Peter McFadden, one of the

EARLIER THIS MONTH, McFadden and
Smith were removed as co-editors of The
Journal after a hearing by Kenyon's Media
Board, a group of four students and four
teachers set up to oversee campus broadcasts and publications. The board found
McFadden misrepresented his intentions
when he obtained the subscription list and
that Smith had not been properly appointed
to his co-editor's job.

House votes to aid Nicaraguan refugees
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House voted tentatively 219-206
yesterday to replace President
Reagan's plan for military aid to
the rightist Contra rebels in Nicaragua with $14 million in as-

sistance for refugees and
enforcement of a future ceasefire in that war-torn nation.
If the decision holds through
later votes, it would mark a
major defeat for the president's

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
FEATURE OF THE WEEK:

his hopes in the toughest congressional battle of his second
term.
THAT PLANTS sponsored by
House Minority Leader Robert
Michel, R-m.
COUPON

$750

Very Large Apartments
New Living Room Furniture
Very Close to Campus
Free Water and Sewer

PEPSI

with

352-5620

diet
**J'

Me

75-year-old leader who had become a symbol of democracy
in this vast South American
nation.
At Pampulha airport,
crowds applauded and waved
Keen-and-yellow Brazilian
gs as an air force let arrived
with the presidential coffin
from Brasilia, the capital.
MANY CHANTED "Tancredo is still our president,"
using his first name, as practically everyone did when
speaking of the widely popular
leader.
Neves, whose political career spanned 50 years, died
Sunday of a bacterial infection
and complications from seven
operations.

Meadowview Court
Apartments
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-furnished

S265-unfurnished

Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

PISS^ los
CMc*t«!tTto!itn

352-5166
COUPON

BGN

Open 4 P.M.

EXPIRES
8/15/85

203 North Main

"SaaaRotakAvaUble"

BELO HORIZONTE, Brazil
(AP) - The body of Presidentelect Tancredo Neves came
home Tuesday to a thunderous
outpouring of emotion in the
state where he was born and
forged his political career.
In front of the governor's
palace where the body was
taken to lie in state, surging
crowds toppled an iron security fence that crushed and
killed at least five people and
injured dozens more, said Dr.
Antonio de Farias Vecchio,
coordinator of the city's main
emergency ward.
Hundreds of thousands of
people packed the airport and
lined downtown streets, chanting "Tancredo, Tancredo,
Tancredo," in farewell to the

this

coupon. A '10.50 value.
Ask for when ordering.

Ex. items '1 ea.
Chicago Style Extra

"Hurry, only 2 left!"
328 S. Main

plus a FREE 2 Liter btl.
of

Brazilian buried

•ail utilities induded'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes'carpet'party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-fumished
$250-unfurnished

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For

850 Scott Hamilton
*
*
*
*

policies in Central America.
But still to come in the Democratically-controlled House was
an equally close vote on a watered-down Republican alternative on which Reagan has staked

Crowds gather for farewell

FREE DELIVERY

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
S225-furnished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage

One coupon Per PiHO

r^fv
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Free fstabnihip to Oiaiyeood Health Spa wdeut

214 Napoleon Rd
Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

Voted Best Pizza in B.G.

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUREll
12953 KRAMER RD
- B.G. -
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BG s LARGEST

We've expanded to serve you better

AND MOST

SHOE SALE

COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

UP TO '17 off
w

OHM) KM III

On Selected Shoe Styles for
Runriing-Tennis-Basketball-Softball
QconvwrMi

KANGAROO

OEtonk

IK.M ( ullural
I unl» ( cwnimlhT
rri..,April :<■

BETA

TORN1EC fooUqy.0

FALCON HOUSE

"Your Running Shoo ft Sport»w«or H»odquort«r* In B.G.'

t

352-7031

8:0(1 p.m.
Kohacker Hall
Reservations
372-0171

140 E. Wooster
352-3610
Hours: Doily 10-9; Sat. 10-5: Sun 12-5

•1*5 OaMno • to l«

Win A
Porschel
Fo»t, Free Dolivory'"
1616 E. Wooster
Phone: 352-1339
Limited delivery area.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

LOOK!

You'll Find Everything
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription Lenses

SINGLE
VISION
LENS&
FRAME

'34•8

BIFOCAL
LENS&
FRAME

54 §8

Standard clear glass
lus -400 to -200 cyl.
ThoM oricoa Include your choice ol over 1.000
currant from* fashion*. Tinted, plwiic. over
■tee end out of •loch tons prlcod higher. Eye
•xomJnatkm charge e.tro

Enioy

$

Hot rh. Oewnenot plus, Mo Pi ebiorn Cam* end you
might win • brand new Pooch* *44 Sport! Cor from
Domino* ftna and Coke •Jwol rub off th* Problem section
8* the tome tent Then rub off the Solution Melton to see if
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etnea or ene ef five Persche *44«M Hurry! Game en*
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Gome rvtM ere e» (be text of the cor*. He purchase

1.00 OFF

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

•ny 12"
DoubtoPizzi
Purcluie
Exp. 5/5/85
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EYES EXAMINED BY
Dr. S. Shiff, O.D.

Burlington Optical Inc.
1*1* I. Wootter. Stadium PI.... Sou/line Oraen. 332.1333
3133 Syhroale *«•., Toledo. 471-1111
ItSS S. Reynold* M.. Toledo. M1-M10
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THURSDAY - ATTITUDE
ADJUSTMENT
The weekend has begun! For
the 19 & over crowd, 50* on
mixed drinks 'till 9:00

FRIDAY - BEER BELLY
CONTEST
Cash prizes for light beer or
regular beer belly's. For the 18 &
over partiers. 50* on mixed
drinks 'till 8:30

SATURDAY ■ WRQN
MINISKIRT CONTEST
Prizes for the sexiest skirt.
18 & over 50* on mixed drinks
'till 8:30
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Uniforms not fit for winning

BG blows leads in loss and tie to ND
byTomRMd
sports reporter

At the start of the year, baseball coach Ed Platzer bought
new home uniforms that were
designed like those of the Detroit
Tigers. Maybe he thought that
some of the World Champions'
success would rub off on the
Falcons.
Well, the Falcons have played
four games in their new uniforms and now Platzer might be
smart to call the sporting goods
dealer about a money-back
guarantee.
Platzer certainly has found no
satisfaction with his team's 0-3-1
performance in the new outfits.
Yesterday, at Stellar Field,
Notre Dame added to the fourgame winless string by beating
Bowling Green 10-9 and gaining
a 5-5 tie in a contest halted due to
darkness.
No matter what uniform they
wear, the Falcons aren't going
to win many games if they don't
stop squandering leads. In both
contests with the Irish, BG surrendered late inning leads.
"We just can't seem to hold a
lead lately," Platzer said. "It's
becoming a big problem. We're
going to nave to get better pitching and play more aggressively
in the later innings.
FALCON THIRD baseman

Larry Arndt was mainly responsible for BG's early 64 lead in
the first game.
Ardnt belted a two-run homer
in the first inning and followed
with a two-run single in the
second frame.
It was Ardnt's 29th career
home run, which set a record for
most hit by a Mid-American
Conference player. Ball State's
Greg Dikos, Eastern Michigan's

cons a 7-4 advantage.
However, the Irish reached
relief pitcher Bob EUenbest for
four runs in the fifth inning.
ND's uprising was highlighted
by a two-run double by catcher
Dave Clark.
ND shortstop Tom Shield
made it 10-7 with a two-run blast
in the sixth stanza.
While the Falcon bull pen faltered, the Irish received a

"We just can't seem to hold a lead
lately. It's becoming a big problem. We're
going to have to get better pitching and
play more aggressively in the later innings. "-Ed Platzer, BG baseball coach
Audie Cole and BG's Larry
Owen are tied with 28.
"Larry possesses tremendous
power In his swing: he can
really drive the ball/* ND Larry
Gallo said. "But the best thing
about Larry is that he genuinely
loves to play the game. It's very
hard to find guys like that these
i the bottom of the fourth, it
appeared that BG would celebrate Arndt's historic homer
with a win. First baseman Ken
Ospelt singled and later scored
on a wild pitch to give the FaJ-

strong performance from reliever Robert "Buster" Lopes.
LOPES. WHO looked and even
walked like Micky Rivers, entered the game in the fourth
inning and extinguished BG's
red-hot hitting attack. The hardthrowing right hander yielded
(ust three hits while striking out
ive Falcon batters.
"Buster can really throw the
heat," Gallo said. "He used to be
a starter, but now he likes coming in as a reliever because he
can throw heat without the
worry of tiring."

(VARSITY SQUARE APTS. 1
1 -2-3 Bedrooms
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us pay your
heat, gas cooking, water and trash pick up.
* Private entrance
OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East
333-7715

* Single story
Laundry facilities
* Quiet living

HOURS;

Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

In the seventh, BG scored two
runs on RBI singles by Kevin
Ward and Dave Oliverio. But
Lopes snuffed out the Falcon
rally by whiffing rightfielder
Dave CVKreslk.
At the plate, BG started the
second game the same way it
finished the first. The Falcons
jumped to a M lead on RBI
singles by second baseman Jamie Reiser and Ardnt.
The Irish answered with two
in the third inning, but BG
struck for three more in the
fifth. Chris Carden provided the
inning's key hit with an RBI
single which scored Reiser.
Because of rain delays at the
start of both games, dusk was
approaching as ND batted in the
sixth. If BG could have held the
Irish to Just one run it would
have been declared the winner.
HOWEVER, CLARK'S RBI
triple and John Murphey 's sacrifice fly tied the game. In the
bottom of the sixth, Lopes' three
stike outs nullified BG's chance
for victory.
Before the start of the seventh
frame, the umpire halted the
game.
"I really wish we would have
had another chance in the seventh," Platzer said. "But the
umpire made the right decision.
We don't want anyone getting
hurt out here."

Netters win easily
Bowling Green's men's tennis team had little trouble in
disposing of non-conference
foe, Indiana-Purdue at Fort
Wayne, M, yesterday.
Senior co-captain Steve
Beier got the Falcons rolling
by downing Dan Brogan In
straight sets, 6-2, 6-2 at first
singles. Sophomore Rick Boysen topped IPFW's Rick Hanauer at second singles, 6-4,61
At third singles, BG sophomore Mike Cansfield beat Joe
Attmeyer, 6-4, 6-2. Freshman
Ken Bruce downed IPFW's
Phil Pidd, 6-1, 60, at fourth
Falcon senior Doug Miller
followed Brace's victory with a
64, 6-1 thrashing of Mike
Kelker in fifth singles action.
Sophomore Brian Holiday got

Kosar chooses Browns
MIAMI (AP) - Quarterback
Bernie Kosar yesterday said he
has decided to go with his hometown favorite, the Cleveland
Browns, in the National Football
League supplemental draft,
spurning overtures from the
Minnesota Vikings.
"In all probability, I'm going
to finish off this semester, which
ends in the next two weeks, and
then make myself eligible for

WATCH OUT FC R THE FORCE!

THBRFRSTf SSW«iNT

BG softball sweeps OSCI

•^

The softball team swept Ohio
State in a double-header Tuesday in Columbus, 13-7,8-4.
Edie Campbell (9-4) pitched
the first game for the Falcons
and helped her own cause with
two hits in four at-bats. Sandy
Krebs belted a homerun and
Veronica Miller added two hits
and a pair of RBI.
Kathy Fisher (3-2) hurled the
nightcap, while going two-forthree at the plate. Krebs again
led the offense with a triple and
and RBI.
The Falcons are now 19-16-2
(8-6 in the Mid-American Conference) and face MAC foes
Miami and Ball State this weekend.

5th BIO WEEK
AT 7:30 A 9:30

AT 7:30* 9:15 4lhWK

ClAZEl

Kosar left open a slight possibility that he wouldn't join either
team if he has any academic
problems during the University
of Miami's summer session.

Kocky IX-IHIIS IK-i ixikl fH-vct
be like ever >tXK' cKe
(5r~T3

POLICE AC ADEMT2
POUl

the supplemental draft," Kosar
said.
Kosar said a major part of the
decision was his commitment
to the Younestown Cleveland
area, I wanted to go home."

THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT!
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY $2.00

CINEMA 182

EVE-ADULTS $3.50
SHOWS AT 7:30 & 9:30

He's o life so outrageous it takes tu>o women to live It.
pOSflNNfl RflQUeTT£ ond MADONNA
["iiS

^ •*
J^^"*

lD€SP€RflT€lV S€€HING SUSflNJ^y

* Children & pets welcome
• ASK ABOUT OUR MOVt IN SPlCIAl

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
_ not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Apartments Available for Summer & Fall
521 E. Merry (near the Towers)
L
2 BR - Furnished
0
715 Third St.
W
1 BR - Furnished (Summer only)
S
u
840 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
N
2 BR - Furnished
850 Sixth St. at S. College (Rockledge)
\ ^
2 BR - Furnished
T
R
831 Seventh St.
E
2 BR - Furnished
S
Forest Apts. - S. College and Napoleon Rd.
2 BR - Furnished or Unfurnished
449 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished
455 S. Enterprise
1 BR - Stove and Refrig. furnished

,

BG's final singles win by beating Andy Harvey In 6-1 straight
sets at sixth singles.
Beier then teamed with BG's
other senior co-captain, Jim
Demos, at first doubles to
smash Brogan and Altmeyer.
At second doubles, Cansfield
and Boysen took care of
IPFW's Hanauer and Pidd in 63, 64 fashion.
The Falcons' Bruce and junior Mark Tinnemeyer easily
topped Kelker and Vlnce Balin, 64,64, at third doubles.
BG is now 134 overall and
IPFW stands at 13-4.
The netters will travel to
Notre Dame and face the
Fighting Irish, and Mid-American Conference opponents,
Ohio University and Northern
Illinois on Friday and Saturday.

Volunteers in Progress would like
to thank all members for their
dedication and service within the
following programs:
Adopt a Grandparent
Campus Brothers, Sisters, and

CAR & TRUCK
DAILY RENTALS

9

Friends
Charities Board
Sunshine House

Starts as lov.
as $9 per day
(must be
21 yrs old)

hi NIT) SMITH
•\(ll<)

NATIONAL VOLUNTEER WEEK APRIL 22-28

University
CourtsNow Leasing
•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
SSSftW
Behind Wendy's
OFFICE HOURS Mon-Fri 9-5

Sat 10-12

I

PHONE

352-0164

«i» 1 [MfffiflIZ
BOWLING GREEN'S HOCK AUTHORITY

LIVE
MUSIC

hosted by WFAL air personalities Dale & Mark

John Newlove Real Estate

Friday, April 26
3-5 pm at DEXTER'S
FREE T-shirts Every Ten Minutes

For More Details, Call
354-2260 or 352-3841 (12-4pm)
or 352-6553

T-shirt and 2 litre Pepsi FREE with every '6.80 or
more purchase.
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Arndt claims MAC career home run honors ^tl"Ste
"▼Enjoy the weekendlX

by StewQuinn
Militant sports editor

It was only a matter of time
before Bowling Green third
baseman Larry Arndt would hit
his 29th career home run and
break the Mid-American Conference record for career home
runs.
He djd it yesterday off Notre
Dame pitcher Joe Dobash.
Arndt wasted little time in
breaking the record as he took
Dooash's first pitch over the left
centerfield fence in the bottom
half of the first inning for a two
-run homer.
The record was held by BG's
Larry Owen, Ball State's Greg
Oikoa and Eastern Michigan's
Audie Cole.

"I'm very happy it's over,"
Arndt said "Now I don't have to
worry about it anymore."
"Hitting that home run took a
lot of pressure off him," BG
bead coach Ed Platzer said.
"It's been bothering him consciously if not subconsciously.
So I'm really glad to see him get
it"
ARNDT TIED the MAC mark
last Saturday against Central
Michigan, but was not able to
retrieve the ball for a souvenier
as one of the golfers on BG's
Forrest Creason Golf Course
picked up the ball and drove off
with it.
But not this time.
"Vinnie (infielder Vince Scarlato) told me if I hit one out he'd
run it down for me," Arndt said.

"He got this one for me."
Entering the season, Arndt
needed nine round trippers to
break his name to the top of
MAC record books. In his first
three years at BG he collected
four, six, and 10 homers respectively.
However, Arndt said he really
was not aware of the record until
"winter ball."
"We really don't keep MAC
stats too much except for Shutty
(BG Sports Information Director Steve Shuttl." Arndt said.
"He told me I had a shot at
breaking it. I've been lucky
enough to hit seven to 10 home
runs a year so I knew I could get
it"
The 6-2,200 pound Gibsonburg
native is not like some home run

hitters who cannot hit average.
He owns a .329 average this
season. Last year he batted .326
which helped him earn first
team all-MAC honors.
MUCH OF yesterday's crowd
at Stellar Field were related to
Arndt as his family had Just as
much interest in watching him
put one over the fence as he did.
"My aunt was here today," he
said. "It's the first time she's
come to watch me play. She told
me I'd better put one out."
Other relatives in the crowd
included Arndt's parents Larry
and JoAnn, wife Julie and 11
month old son Joshua.
"(Julie's) been behind me 100
percent," Arndt said. "She was
finally able to get off work to see
me play."
Arndt said he hopes to use his
potent offensive skills to pursue
a career in professional baseball.
He has seen defensive duty in
the outfield, and third and first
base, but expects to be drafted
as an infielder, and said he is not
worried about the stronger
pitching in the pro ranks.
"We've faced some strong
pitching this year," he said. "In
Florida, we saw three pitchers
who threw 91 miles per hour.

Oklahoma State threw their second best pitcher (Jimmy Long)
at us.
"IF I HIT, they (pros) will
find a spot for me. Last year I
was told I would set drafted, but
I didn't. If I get the chance this
year, 111 take It."
Now that the record belongs to
Arndt. he still has his sights on
finishing the season with a respectable team record.
The Falcons stand at 13-20-2,
after losing 10-9 and tying 5-5. in
yesterday's double-header
against the Irish, and 4-7-1 in the
MAC. They have only won one of
their last six MAC games, that
being a 3-2 win in the second
game of Tuesday's doubleheader against Toledo.
"We proved we can beat the
best team's in the league,"
Arndt said of the teams double
header sweep over third place
Western Michigan. "We've got a
real good bunch of freshmen this
year. We got to get the killer
instinct and bury somebody. If
we get three of four at 01/, we
could be right back in it."
BG has 16 more MAC games to
Cull out of seventh place, and
icluding non-conference action,
Arndt has 20 contests to increase
his record.

874-9309
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We Provide You With...
•A Variety ol Sizes
•Convenient Hours
•En» AccOfa
•Socurlty
s

or Your Personal Needs.
• Household goods
• Recreational
•Clothing
•Furniture

Tribe defeats Tigers
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleveland Indians' outfielder George
Vukovich carried a .209 average
into yesterday's game and
didn't expect to be handed a
base on balls despite the situation in the ninth inning.
"You don't become world
champions by pitching around
people. You go right at them,"
Vukovich said after drilling a
line drive to right in the bottom
of the ninth to break a 6-6 tie and
give the Indians a 7-6 victory
over the defending champion
Detroit Tigers.

BG Ncws/PhU Maaturzo
Larry Arndt takes a powerful swing in yesterday's double-header against Notre Dame. Arndt hit his 29th
career home run, a new Mid-American Conferenece record.
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Pulsar Quartz
The 2001 Series.
The world's first quartz watch that
doesn't need batteries. From Pulsar.

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 Ridge
* CLOSE TO CAMPUS
* 2 Bedroom & 1 Bedroom
* Gas heat

*
*
*
'

Furnished
Garbage disposals
Laundry Facilities
$385-$460 per month
Model Apt. Is *12

All at Special Savings

Thursday
Friday

**

Saturday

s

Pulsar's new 2001 series combines unique technology and style lo bring
you an exciting advance in timekeeping. The new 2001 watch needs no
batteries. It runs off any light source, and recharges in seconds. Under
I normal wearing conditions the 2001 watch could vitually run for years.
And you'U love the 2001 series dynamic appearance, from sporty high
lech to elegant dress.
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s.i.rd., 10-5
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MAKE YOUR BREAK
TO DENTLEY'S!
CONGRATULATIONS DELTA ZETA
ON YOUR STATE DAY AWARDS
1st PLACE PHILANTHROPY AWARD J
1st PLACE ACTIVITIES AWARD
1st PLACE PRESSBOOK AWARD
2nd PLACE STANDARDS AWARD
MEMBERSHIP AWARD for 7th consecutive year of
pledging quota
BETTY AGLER AWARD for continued
excellence in all programming
GOLDEN HEART AWARD - Debbie Knauf
GOLDEN CREST AWARD - Anne Moser
Susan Steggeman

'\4ofaStcua
ivurv

You deserve a break and
Bentley's in the Holiday
Inn, has just the right
deals for you Monday through
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm
featurins our famous Sip 'n Dip! Make
your break a "Bentley's break!"

■enuey't In the Holiday Intt-lewNns Or««n
1550 E. Vooster St. • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 052-5211

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I Si Andrews
•port
5 Rodeo ucna
10 Some can
openers
14
about
15 Pindar, tor one
16 floiica" reply
If "Leure' autrior
Ceapery
IB Kind of
corporal
19 Native
American
20 Detroit Windsor
connecior
22 Hebrew tetter
23 YU| Srynner a
favorite
country'
24 V.steoi
eaOKXalson
25 Bothers
27 Once
blue moon
29 Seasonal
■tailor
30 instrumental
group
34 Piece lex
Cert Lewis
36 Belonging
10 ua
30 Native
Amer-cani
41 AciO'Conner>
42 Ciberta
44 Fattened anew
4* Teiai player
4| Environmental
•gey
4* Furniture
•tore iiama
52 Western
rtemiephere
rang*

66 Soc science
course
67 Deuce topper
66 Canadian
physician
1649-1919
•»
Have

30 Kjnd ol iau
31 Street Fr
32 Southern
constellation
33 Snerif's at
limes
35 Wsggiy catch
36 Reply from
SA^dy
37 Connector
40 Genevieve.
•or one Abb.
43 Hurry

DOWN
' Ougevcrtret
61 .for Snot
2 Having an
advantage
3 JohnRidd.
love
4 Compoeef of
10 Down
5 Bakery buy
6 Sultana 1
7
6
9
10
H
12
U
21
26
26
29
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56 Waaie
allowance
57 One
lime
59 Pfeia.no,
MSWAmn
country Var
61 Hawaiian
Oeeee
61 latand near
Ven.ee
64 F»ii to keep

45 On
„nn
47 Crude
dwelling
49 Wading bird
50 Diamond
new'
51 Doana>'
dresser srob
53 Unfreeze
54 Witch ol
55 Gem
56 Blue dye
59 UN member
62 Shoe width
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Classifieds
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CAMPOS/CITY EVENTS

Al your typing needs
Prompt and professional
352-4017 Clara

~RAPE CULTURE" A t*n examining popular
In. atfverttalng, music and «* orilsrtainment" end the* cortrrocltons with violence
Thurs. Art 25. 7 30pm r, Rm 115 Ed. (36
mm | Free and open to pubec For more Wo.
ooraact Women tor Woman

Abortion, pregnancy leeta
atudent istes
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo
419-256-7769

The Lublin AM Oey AlUence wa bo having
nek Ml mooting ol Iho year tonight « 8 30 In
no Reegtoue Education Room ot St Thomoo
Moro Pariah Wo wis bo electing officers tor
next year Open to the pubac armg » trtsndt
ALL WRITERS INTERESTED IN WORKING ON
FRtOAV MAGAZINE NEXT FALL THERE WILL
BE AN INFORMAL MEETING ON MONDAY
APRIL 29 AT 9 00pm IN THE BG NEWS
OFFICE (108 UNIVERSITY HALL) IF
INTERESTED BUT CANNOT ATTEND CON
TACT OREO. 1354-7433)

LOST t FOUND
LOST MAN! BLACK JORDACME WALLET
WITH TENNESSEE DRIVERS LICENSE.
PICTURES, ETC OF GREAT SENTIMENTAL
VALUE CALL 354.1580 ANY TIME FOR
REWARD. NO QUESTIONS ASKED.

DELTA SIGMA PI
CONGRATULATES DEBBIE RKXHIUTO
BIO WINNER 50 50 RAFFLE
OELTA TAU DELTA. ALPHA PHI ALPHA. ANO
ALPHA XI DATA- WHAT A GREAT GREEK
WEEK COMeWIATIOHl
DIANE YACOBACCI
Happy B-Dey' We've had some pretty good
laughs lately haven't we? Remember • rl I get a
lump, mole woman. Boo', go get the pholo
album
I'm going to mraa you. but remember
George, and Florida aren't so far apart' Be
Love, ngrtd

Pregnancy Problem'
Free testa > help
HeanBeet ol Toledo
1-241-9131
•ETA
■ETA
•ETA
•ETA

PERSONALS
ALPHA DELT BETA TEAM
WERE BACK ANO BETTER THAN BEFORE
WE LET THEM SUP BY LAST YEAH BUT ITS
OUR YEAR TO REG/UN OUR CHAMPIONSHIP
TITLE" WE LOVE YOU ALL"
BEST OF LUCK
LOVE. THE SISTERS OF ADP

OAY
DAY
DAY
OAY

Lost While and groan contact lens Case a*
contact lens II lound. pleasa cal 354-2859
REWARO

SERVI

• FOUTS TYP1*D $1 page (da) On-campus tack up (M—F|
4 00pm 869-2579

STUDENTS have al your typing
protesannaly We type term
dissertations thesis, book msnuecnpts.
resumes a any general typing
Also experiencd in legal & medical typing
Bring this ad m for special discount
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIAL SERVICES
688 6945 Bowling Green

TEST PREPARATION
STANLEY KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
536-3701 Toledo. OH
SAT • LSAT • ORE
ACT • GMAT • MCAT
•C PA REVIEW
•STATE NURSING BOARDS-SNCLEX'
Sororities ■ Frals Haas
Have you heard THE SYSTEM?"
Contact us to D J your next bash
Competitive Ralaa • Light Show
Cal 354 8352 Ask tor Dave

APPAL
APPAL
APRIL
APPAL

27,
27,
27,
27,

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

OVAL
OVAL
OVAL
OVAL

BETA PHI-VER BETA PW-VER
ALPHA PHIS HAVE BETA PHF-VER
BETA PHI—VER BETA PM-VER
CATCH IT1 |WE CAUGHT IT')

OFFERED

TUCKER TYPING
Professional equipment lor your needs Cal
Nancy 352-0809

DAY
OAY
DAY
DAY

BETAS THE ALPHA DELTS ARE
PSYCED TO WIN THE BETA!
GOOOLUCK WITH EVERYTHING
LOVE. THE ALPHA PELTS
Big Anne, Congratulations m getting a
position aa a DZ National Field Repl I am ae
proud r< you. M asea. laMa Waady
KOSPRHT!
KOSPtPiTI
KDSPHBTI

CONGRATULATIONS LAURA VRADEUS ON
YOUR NEW POSITION AS A DELTA ZETA
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE1 WE KNOW THAT
YOU'LL DO A TERRIFIC JOB'
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS
CongiatuMUna to the Alpha Gam Bike Riders
lor placng first m the DU Bike Race Wa love
you"
Love, Yor AGO sisters
Congratulations Mary Barnes on being elected
Vice-President ol Student Art Therapy
Assocanon Wsy to be a leader1
Love Your Pin Mu Sails

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OF NWOWO
920 N Mam SI BG
Confidential personal care
Special Rates BGSU students
Convenient Appointments

Heieboloo Yecobucci
Today is the day. you turn 22 You belter catch
up. Sheryt 11 are ahead ol you You don't have
much tune. BG Experiment time at running out.
but after a tew beers tonight, you I be ahead
NO DOUBT'
Sue Enao
I would like to thank all ol the Volunteers In
Progress executive board members:
Linda, Mam. Rick. Surie. Damae, Jon, Todd.
Pan. Sloan, Marda end Jan, and advisors
JoAnn 6 Dabble tor making 84-86 such a
•uccasstui rear tor vip Your hard won.
cooperation 6 support have been greatly
appreciated. Thanks again and beat el luck
to the new eochaks, Marc la 6 Jim and to the
nut of the 88-88 executive board. Lauri

Jen.
Have a GREAT 21st Birthday'
Beat of luck al the toe Show
Trm

KATHY REICHERT
CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING SELECTED
AS SAE SWEETHEART!!!
LOVE. THE ALPHA Xl'8

Wa.
Let's see that Incredible (eta Spirit I

Beta 500 Happy Hour April 28
College Park
Featuring Dele Walton and The Pumps
3:00-7:00
Picture I.D. required

DEB COLBERT
CCJNGRATULATIONS ON RECEIVING THE
GOTTSHALL-REX MEMORIAL SCHOLAR
SHIP' YOUR ALPHA DELT SISTERS ARE SO
PROUO OF YOU' WE LOVE YOU"

KOSPPJIT!
KD SPIRIT!
KD SPIRIT!
LIQUIDATION SALE
40S oft everything In store
Nature's Mama
134 E. Court

354-3540
VOTE BETA QUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE BETA QUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE BETA QUEEN UNION FOYER

Letter Craft Resume Service
Basic Resume (letter quality) starting al $7 50
Multiple fonts avaaable (Laser Print Ouaaty)
Cal 352 2039

OVAL
OVAL
OVAL
OVAL

Grand Opening Sale
Falcon Houae
Athletic Shoe Annex
Free Hals t Poolers
140 E

COLLEEN VAUGHN. CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING NAMEO OELTA ZETA FLAMER! THERE
COULDN'T HAVE BEEN A BETTER CHOICEi
LOVE YA- YOUR DZ SISTERS
Congrats 10 the 1965-66 Pommeteffee.
especially Lxts R. and Lisa S Special thanks to
al my dear friends and family lor al your
support -1 couldn't have done it without you'
Love ya'al. Juke

UNION
UNION
UNION
UNION

FUatl - BETA IS COwaWOtll

Loot Meftoctung gold noon oockloco between
SS BkJg t Krsiecher Groat Senftmenta!
Value 372-5000
•ETA
•ETA
BETA
•HA

27.
27,
27,
27,

GLEMBY SALON AT UHLMAN'S
April Spaces' $30 00 Perm Special
ncludes haircut 352-5615

ANNE MOSER CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING CHOSEN AS A DELTA ZETA FIELD
REPRESENTATIVE" THAT'S QUITE AN
HONOR1 WERE SO PROUD OF YOU1
LOVE- YOUR DELTA ZETA SISTERS

LOST Book ensiled Don I Blamo Iho Kris" by
Gono MaoroH from Toledo Lucas County
Library 354-8161

APPAL
APRH.
APR*.
APPAL

MoUScottCongralulatione on your Alpha Phi F» lavakerng You know you're both my favorites' II miss
you both next year'
Love ya both! Prise—

1 Bedroom apt tor rent this summer Fum.. al
unties paid On Manvde Price negotiable Cal

3548583
VOTE BETA QUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE BETA OUEEN UNION FOYER
VOTE BETA OUEEN UNION FOYER

WANTED I need an apartment for Fal '65 only
CM 364-8381 ot 384-3110 aak tor Tom
1 I rmmle for summer term 354-S300
Nancy Dei Grosso
Happy belated Birthday month' I hope your
birthday waa aa special aa you are' LeTa gel
wed lor the next 2 weeks1 Love ya' Me

WANTED 2 Mala roommates lor 85-86
school year. Wlnthrop North Apia
$130 00 month Ulrkfies included CM
354-7749. aak lor Jim
2NSF Roommeles needed lor 85 86 Apt on
N Summit 8 E Merry $125 mo CM Andrea
364-7433 or Dawn 364-7515

The Beta 500
Will Begin et Noon
Saturday April 27
Al The Union Oval

F Rmte own bath I bed Pool, laundry, cable.
utiatieekeelEx phone 8 elect I Nice Hart May
15 CM Juke or Jodie 363-0886

KD SPIRIT
KO SPIRIT!
KD SPIRIT!

RHONOA GILPtN
CONGRATULATIONS ON RECEIVING THE
HUBERT PORTER STONE AWARD' WHAT AN
ALPHA DELT' WERE SO PROUO OF YOU'
L 8 L. THE SISTERS OF ADP'
RICH.
GOOD LUCK WITH BETA YOU ARE A GREAT
COACH LOVE. KIM
SAM »'S HAPPY HOURS— 4 TO 8pm
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOUI
SCOTT STERNECKERTCONGRATULATIONS FOR BEING CHOSEN
AS DELTA ZETA MAN OF THE YEAR'
THANKS FOR ALL OF YOUR HELP ANO
ENTHUSIASM'
LOVE. THE PEE ZEES
Sg Ep Beta Team, eapeciaty John Graham.
Bring* 18 home where it belongs'I wish I could
be there lo see it rl be thinking ol you!
Love, Karen
IS
IS
IS
IS

COMING
COMING
COMING
COMING

Student Rec Center rn need ol Life Guards
(needs current advanced We saving certificate)
and Instructor tor Learn-to-Swim program
Appkcations available al the SRC main omco
Susan Berea.
Congratulations on your scholarship
proud of you Love, your roomie

I'm so

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
CONGRATULATE SCOTT SINGER AND CeNDY
MILLER ON THEIR LAVAUERINO
The class that kicks
. Party 101.
come out lo Buttons tonne with WFAL for the
final ol your Wa"
THE NEW MADNESS
SPRINGFEST 'Si
SPRINGFEST '66
SPRINGFEST '85
SPPANOf HT '66
TO OUR LAB BIO BROTHER KEVIN.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
ENGAGEMENT!
LOVE YOUR LAI LeV SIS',
KIM, LAURIE, MARGARET 8 CAROL

Intramural Field West of the
Stadium on Mercer Rd.
Live Bands Including
*
*
*
*
*

Ex Calibre
Wet Shavers
Mustek
Crucial D.B,C.
Box Band

What a way to spend a Saturday afternoon A
tug thank you to al who attended the 7-way lea
Let's do it again!!
Love. trie Dee Gees

WOMEN OF 4th HIGHS CHAPMAN 83'84
REUNION Happy Hrs 8pm-10 Thurs Apr! 25
at my place You bnng the munchkes • I'l supply
the bear' Cal 354-8372 (Me) or (Kathy) tor
directions Hope lo see you here.
Your dd HA ■ JULIE
Guaranteed Weight Lose
10-28 Ds first month
Natural Sale. Effeclive Cal 683-2323
We want you'" The Summer Pre-Regralraeon
SMI a) now accepting appkcations lor Pre-Reg
Student votunleers It's e great opportunity lo
meet new people and develop interpersonal
ekas Each volunteer wi be entitled lo one free
meal lor each day worked. Pre-Reg runs from
Mon Jury 8th Fri Aug 2nd this year Lai us
know when you can work- Wo'l be happy to
accomodate you' Appkcations are avaaable Ml
405 Student Services Any questions. Cat
372-2843 Applications deadens la Wed June
5th at 5:00pm
II ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS"
DON T FORGET YOUR PARENTS ON MAY
11 PARENT APPRECIATION PLAGUES ARE
HERE' FOR MORE INFO CALL 354-1872
Tune up Special S14 85 ti May 15th Free hat
a water bone juet mention true Ad al Purcol'a
131 W Woosler (Downtown) 352 6264
SPECIAL Ucra Shorts J13 00. T« shorts In
stock Pincers 131 w woosler (Downtown)
3528264
FALCON CUPPER Haircuts $6 7. hsrrstytes
W^_CjJMorjnjgpModay^5^200

■

SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS
•SPRINO PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY'
CALL NOW 352-3836
FOR INFO OR RATES ANO
SCHEDULING

Apt lor Sublet Summer Cal 352-3106

Gets You in the Party (with Picture ID)
Food and Drink available with free
parking in lot 6 and by
+ 0\
the stadium.
^_
_ - \TV^

WANTED
Roommeles wanted:
Two female nonsmoking roommates lor
summer session lo share apt on comer of 5th
t High 8100 tor entire summer Cal 2-5787
lor aitorrrtebon
-One non-smok/ng female roommate needed
tor summer, second five-week session good
Cesium S50 00 Cal 2-6787 lor intorrnation
For Sale
A-Frame toft $80 00. matching love aeet
850 00 CM 2-5787
Summer rmte needed tor 2 bdrm apt turn
heated II xttereated. please cal 372-4923
Wanted- 2 f rmts lor 85 88 school yt Rent
leooonable Close to campus Cal Amy or Unda
II 3724268
1 Female rmte needed for '85-66 school year.
Umversrty Vlage CM 2 3669 II Interested.

.Sponsored by USG in cooperation with the University & the Chy of Bowling Green

Weddmg dress $ vel Gorgeous ivory gown
* cathedral train 1 chapel length vel Sin 12
Ongrway 8700 asking $275 CM 353 3621
FUZZ BUSTERS FOR SALE: MICRO EYE
SUPREME 6/W REAR VIEW MIRROR. USED
FOR • MOS. (REG. $349.00) SELLING FOR
$200 CALL SAI* OR FADI AT 352-8312 or
352-9141
78 Plymouth Horiron, 4-door hatchback, Ex
cond 8 gas rneeage. must eel Best offer. cM
352 4436 mornings

1978 Firebird
Silver and Black
350 V8
Good corvJaton
$4500 00
Carl 352-4318

WANTED FEMALE NS ROOMMATE FOR
FALL SEMESTER OR FALL
198586
SCHOOL YEAR CALL DEBBIE AT 352-2206
Female roornrnate lor summer
Approx
1140/month CM 352 1810 tor detain

HELP WANTED

2 NS. M Roommates needed for 86186 Apt
on 311 E Merry $130rmo UN 1 cable Incl
Cal Don 2-1538 or Ken 2-1289

8'x6' L-SHAPED BAR. STURDY, W/WALNUT
FINISH, FOOTREST. 8 PADDED FRONT
PANEL. INCL- 4 ADJUSTABLE BAR
STOOLS WIBACKS $ FOOTRESTS. ASKINQ
$$00. EX. COND! CALL DAVE AFTER 8PM.
352-0117
2 BED SUSPENDED LOFT
$10000
lyeerold
CM 372-5153

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
la your home town too smM to find summer
robs "i Want to earn $1.500 6 up whee tvlng
at home? National Company has 3 poarltons
kill klterviewa at 1 00. 1 45. 2 30 8 3 16
Friday. Apr! 28 only. In Canal Room Student
Union.
Eaoaeenl earning potent* lor ambitious
people rnvrtediate opening in Bowling Green
area. Summer opportunities available throughout Midwest Write Kaye Stevens. President.
Slovens Enterprises: Box 35441; Canton. OH
44735
Honest, energetic, sell-motivated individuate
18 A over needed for cheSengtng, fast paced
rob' Apply in person after 8 pm Tuea. thru Sat.
at Buttona Najhl Club Rl 25 Potrysburg
PI time counter person In ice cream shop.
AapV In person Mon Fn 4-11pm 248 N Main
Rainbow Coop nursery seeking part-time
teacher Degree req. Resumes to P.O. Box
243 BO by May 4. 1886
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Would you Bra the tolowtng out ol this summer.
Money Earn $2,000 plus schokvshipe. tripe
(cruise)
Fun Work with people your age $ according to
your own schedule
Education: Use what you have teemed in
school, not your back
Work location Anywhere in Ohio Including your
own home townMust have transportation Apply in person
Thursday. Apr! 25 only. Time. 12.30, 1:00,
1 30. 2 00. 2 30. 3 00 Tett room Student
Union

FOR RENT
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Next lo Sam B's Rest (across from Harshman)
FREE LOCK-OUT KEY SERVICE-24 hrs /day
FREE HEAT $ CABLE TV
Convenient to SRC. Library & Music Btog
Next lo restaurants, book store, laundry mat.
bank $ carry-out CM Tom at 352 1800 eve
S wkends or 352-4673 Mon Fri in A M
SUMMER APARTMENTS - 2 BEDROOMS
Across Irom Harshman Dorm
CM Tom at 352 1800 eve t wkends
or 352-4673 Mon Fri In AM
Summer Leases Now Avaaable
Flexible leasing, pool. AC I bedroom, $160
per month: 2 bedroom. $2tOper month CM
364 3533. 12-5
HOUSE lor summer. 4th and S Cosege.
Microwave, dishwasher washer A dryer, $ air.
cond Fits five comlortably $210 person CM
3547933 for mlo
Room Avaaable lor summer (male) 1/2 btock
Irom campus
Large furnished bedroom,
washerj dryer cable SBO/mo CM John 354
7238
Semester leases avaaable for efficiency apis
IFM) $265'mo xiekjdes TV $ Cable Al uti .
lulyfurn 354-3182. 11-4 ,

Attention Students
National Hearth 6 Nutrition Firm seeking 10
part-time people to SM products
Earn
$300 00 to $500 00 par month Ful lime
opportunity available For Information cM 8832323
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ATTENTION BUSINESS. MARKETING. SALES
STUDENTS
HOW WILL YOU PlVEST THIS SUMMER?
We are an established. Toledo baaed distributing company with exciting tales positions
available starling Msy 13th through Auguit

Net

Beta 500 Happy Hours April 28
College Park
Feelurlng Dele Walton and The Pumps
3:00-7:00
Picture I.D. required

What does the second letter ol the alphabet
plus 500 equal? A great time' Baal ol luck, the
sisters ol Delta Gamma

April 27, 3 p.m.-2 a.m

67 Mustang 288.8 cyl
73.000 original
maaa 82500 fain. VOC. 363-4834 John

Rmte needed lor 2 bdrm apt Oulet studious
tomato CM Cathy 352-7010

Practice makes you number one so keep up the
hard work team
Karen Herbrxt
Sherry Koteles
Chris Cunningham
Oebra Phlpps
Causa winning Beta « sooo fun'
Love. Your Chi O Sisters

85
8S
'85
'65

ELECTRIC GUITAR AND 80 WATT AMPLIFIER
HOME USE ONLY - EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL RANDY 354 7316 AFTER 8.00 p m
For Sakt Laiy-Boy chair 835 00 354-7144

352-9322

1

SPRtNQFEST
SPRINGFEST
SPRINGFEST
SPRINQFEST

FOR SALE Bit VINYL COUCH. OPENS INTO
ABED GOOOCONDITION $40OR BO CALL
GEORGE AT 354 7493

Two male roommates needed lor Summer
and/or FM Houae on NW aide of town Rent
SlOO mo plus share ol utetles CM anytime

We are wieng to "BETA" tot ot spirit thai the
Dene Gemma Beta team a «1. Good Luck'

«••*

Roommate needed (or Sprmg/Summer
Apt Comer ol S College $ Napoleon,
near drive-thru Reasonable. Cal Don
or Demon 354-6141
■
Roommate needed Fan-Spring. 85-86 Cal Pat
after 10 00pm 354-8021

PARTY 101
PARTY 101
Free prkzee and contests
Tonne at Buttona
PARTY 101
PARTY 101

WATCH OUT BETA'S
THE DEE ZEES HAVE SPwHTI

%

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTEO
House on comer of Wooater 8 Enterprise lor
the summer. 364-8470
___

FOR SALE 1873 OLDS OMEGA 2 DOOR 6
CYL AUTOMATIC. P/5. P B NICE INTERIOR
AND BODY 52 000 MILES NEEDS ENGINE
$150 NEGOTIABLE 3548268

WE OFFER
•Opportunity to earn $200-400 per week
'Base salary, commission, expenses
'Excepttonsl training with pay
* Opportunity to travel
'Possibility to work a home town territory
YOU WOULD NEED: A desire tor the sales
experience, dependable car, be able to work
lull time, have a desire to need to earn al
lent $2,000 this summer.
CALL (41$) 1123712 or write PERMA
CRAFTS
5151 Monroe St. Toledo, OH 43823

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes

CM 354-2260 or 362-6553
John Newtove Real Estate
319 E Wooater

Ladies tor second session summer 3 bdrm.
house Washer.dryer Close lo campus Bob or
Hans 354 1106
3 bdrm lum house 1 bet campus $575 per
mo plus uM Ph 353 3855
Houses 1 Apts for 1885-86 school year
Smth-Boggs Remats 352-8457 Dtwn 124pm or 3526917 alter 6 OQpm
Spacious, two-bedroom, unlurnished. apart
menl tor summer. ulAlies pard. low rani CM
352 8011
DELUXE 2 bedroom apt
Close to campus
CM 352 7454
1 bedroom apt
5 blocks from campus*12 mo lease
CM 352-7454
SUMMER rales avaaable
2 bedroom apartments
CM 362-7454

Local llrm has openings In N's Ike and
safety depart. Guaranteed starting salary
$8.00 HR.
No experience necessary. Call tor
interview between IAM-5PM Monday
thru Friday. I-66»80M

Carty Rentals
Summer Rentals at Special Rales
Houses ■ Rooms ■ Apartments
Apertments starting at $160
a month ■ 2 1/2 or 3 month leases

Breakfast cook Exp on grS Keasys Island
Housing avaaable (418) 746-2367
-HOMEMAKERS*
Be Morei Wteh to train sharp homemaker to
interview, hire, and supervise toy 8 grit demonstrators, pert time July thru December
Excellent in-home income. Background ol
leaching, business or party plan nek** No
rrvestment. Free training Cal Penney 734
6172 Also hiring demonalratora lor your area

2 Bedroom apt for 2 or 3
students - near campus ■
2 semester mdMoual tosses
Need Female end Male students fo Id houses
end apertments Phone 352 7365
Carty Rentals
Simmer Rentals al Special Rates
Houses • Rooms • Apertments
Apartments starting al $160
a month - 2 1/2 or 3 month leases

Positron open tor feme) WSI M gets summer
camp Black River Ranch Croswel. Mteh
(313)678-2506

2 bedroom apt for 2 or 3
students - near campus
2 semester mdnndual leases

COMPUTER OPERATOR
No experience necessary
CM us loday St (4191 471-1440
Job Exchange ■ SmM lee

Need Female and Male students
to Id houses and apartments
Phone 352 7365

IrUNAOEIaENTIMARKETINO
Entry level or experienced
Hang now' CM (418) 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - SmM lee

SUMMER APTS.
2 bedroom, lurnlthed.
Air cond.. Laundry (acuities
Cable TV $ water
Paid by owner
$475.00 TOTAL
382-7182

OtSC JOCKEY
W» train' CM (418) 471-1440
JOB EXCHANGE - SmM lee

"NEW ENGLAND BROTHER/SISTER
CAMPS"|Mass ) Mah-Kee-Nec tor Boys.
Danbee lor Gets Counselor Positions for
Program Specaasls Al Land Sports plus. I
Arts Theatre Dance. Gymnastics. Rocketry, t 3 bdrm house on Lehman Ave. Close to
Ropes Course. Al Waterfront Acitrviles downtown CM 362 6622
xicluding Swtmrrxng Drying. SmM Craft, plus
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
overmen! campng. Computers Videotaping
AIR CONDITIONING. FULLY CARPETED, CAand more Inquire Camps Mah Kee-Nec
BLEVISION. EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACILIDanbee ISO Linden Avenue. Glen Ridge. NJ
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 8 FALL
07028 Phone (201) 428-8522
451 THURSTIN AVE 362 5435
WSOS Community Action Commission tnc a
SUMMERfFALL RENTALS:
now faking applications tor the summer Youth
Modem, furnished. AC opts. Excellent
Employment Program which « funded through
location,
reeeonabte rent. 1-BR (summer
the Toledo Private Industry Council
This program is open to Wood County youth only) and 2 BR (summer end/or next year)
Caaim-ASSS
who ouaaty Ages 14-21. The Employment
Program wi begat June 16. 1885 Those who
QuaMy aril be able to work et e maximum of
40hrs week and be paid $3 35 per hr For
further information, pieaee CM WSOS office at
354 3641

2 bedroom apts
12-4Tues-Set

Need dependable babysitter, my home Must
have own traneportebon and be able to work
weekends CM before 4 353-8383

SLEEP CHEAPi
LOFTS FOR SALE $30 AND
DISMANTLE
CALL 372-4206
For Sale Refrigerator, rune eeently. chaseer
then rentmg Kak 2-4061
S3 Dodge Omni 4-door hatchback, sficMhm.
excM gas rneeage. stereo
mini cond.
83g00 ■ CM 372-2441. 8-4pm
FOR SALE FURNITIJRE' COUCH.
SINGLE BED ENOTABLES. SHELVES. FULLLENGTH MIRROR CONTACT JAMIE 3548427 PRICE NEGOTIABLE
For Sale 1878 Chev Maahu Classic
4-Dr 86.000 ml Greet ahape' CM 364-8352
anytime

Dale 352-4380

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm.. turn, apt
drshwaaher. extra storage
Corner of S Coeege 8 Sixth
CM 352-3841 12-4 or 354-2260
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Summer babysitter. 3 cMdren. my home 2 1/2
days week Starting 6/1/85 354-1033

FOR SALE

avaaable

Ad(ecent cempue Nice 2 bdrm turn apt avail
FM 352 7605 - exl 48 After 5 303523406
VEL-MANOR APTS ACROSS
FROM CAMPUS
1 Renting for summer 1024 E Woosler. 2. 2
bdrm apte . A C . $85'mo
2 920 E Woosler. Deluxe 2 bdrm apt lor
FM 8 orris Lovely Apt' 362-2868
Two bedroom apartments for summer
2663

362-

Rooms tor rent across Irom wlndrral Avaaable
summer end/or neat school year. 1/2 horn
campus CM 362 1707 etler 6 pm
FOR RENT: Apt duplex lor 3 people Lower
duplex lor 4 people Phone 362 0839
Apt

summer rates. tM. phone 352-0428

